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Abstract

In the presence of ambient winds, almost all present vehicles experience
an increase in drag which, in turn, increases energy consumption. However,
it is possible to design the vehicle body to passively utilise the wind to cause

a drag reduction. With such a vehicle energy used by transportation will be
reduced. Several successful research vehicles have been built at the University
of Saskatchewan which to some extent demonstrated the use of ambient
crosswinds for drag reduction.

This thesis represents a wind tunnel investigation of potentially wind
assisted vehicle-like shapes, specifically low aspect ratio, truncated, vertical
airfoils.

Methods of Wind Mean Drag evaluation were reviewed, and a

Probabilistic Wind Mean Drag Coefficient was used as a basis for model

configuration comparison. An extension to this existing method was

proposed which used specific vehicle speed data for Wind Mean Drag
calculation.

Various geometries of airfoils in ground proximity were tested for

aerodynamic forces in the wind tunnel. The vehicle-like models were shown
to demonstrate reduced drag at low yaw angles, even for very short,
truncated configurations. Also studied was the effect of ground clearance,
edge radiusing and plan view shape on the wind assistance performance of
these bodies.

A surface pressure distribution study of a representative airfoil model at
various yaw angles showed that the favourable propulsion effect of crosswinds
is dependent on attached flow over the nose and the front, leeward third of
the model sides.

An ultra-violet mini-tuft surface flow visualisation study indicated

strong vortices produced at the top edges of the airfoil shaped model at yaw.
These vortices appear to contribute to the observed negative drag by causing
the flow to remain attached to the leeward side of the body at very high
yaw angles of up to 50°.

One of the shapes studied in the thesis research was applied to the

design of a new semi-trailer transport cab. This new cab design substantially
improved the typically poor yaw performance exhibited by the unmodified

transport.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1. Background

The vast majority of present road vehicles use more propulsive energy

in the presence of ambient winds than in calm wind conditions. Ambient

winds cause the vehicle to experience an apparent air velocity approaching
from some angle to the direction of travel, called the Yaw Angle. Because

the winds are virtually incessant, the vehicle almost always operates at some

small yaw angle where the drag of most vehicles is greater than the drag in

calm conditions. This increase in aerodynamic drag at low yaw angles is not

necessary. The potential exists for the design of practical automobiles that

utilise the vehicle body itself to passively achieve drag reduction at low yaw

angles.

During the past decade, the University of Saskatchewan has become

known for the design and construction of record-breaking fuel economy

vehicles. Through wind tunnel and on-road testing of these high mileage

vehicles, it was found that ambient crosswinds could decrease the

aerodynamic drag of the vehicles, and in strong winds actually propel them

forward. This phenomenon was first detected in the aerodynamic design of

student-built Supermileage vehicles in 1983. These lightweight vehicles were

designed specifically for competition, operating only on a test track. Record

holding competition vehicles Zenith, Westwind, Challenge and Quest were all

developed with wind assistance in mind. The highest fuel economy reached

by the University of Saskatchewan student team was with the Challenge X

vehicle in 1986 which attained a world fuel economy record of 0.0496 Lj 100
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km, due largely to the superior crosswind performance inherent III the body

shape of the vehicle.

The logical progression of these competition automobiles was a

roadworthy vehicle designed for everyday use. This was realised in Nexus, a

single passenger, safety compliant, high mileage commuter vehicle built at the

University of Saskatchewan in 1986 under the sponsorship of Transport
Canada [1]. This vehicle, capable of 1.57 L/I00 k m at highway speeds, had

a body shape that took advantage of ambient winds for aerodynamic drag
reduction.

During the aerodynamic development of all these automobiles, very

little was understood about attaining favourable yaw behaviour from the

vehicle body itself. It was clear that the vehicle plan shape should be

somewhat like an airfoil, but nothing about the source of the propulsion or

the effect of different vehicle shapes, heights, ground clearances, etc. was

known. It was obvious that a coherent study should be carried out to define

the basic characteristics of this important new concept.

Given the above, this thesis represents a basic wind tunnel study of

wind assisted road vehicle shapes, and is in tended to answer the questions
that arose during past design of high mileage road vehicles. Within this

thesis, wind assistance is defined as the favourable drag reduction exhibited

at low yaw angles.

1.2. The Automobile in a Windy Environment

The yaw angle of a road vehicle, as shown in Figure 1-1, IS the

apparent angle of the wind as the vehicle travels in a crosswind. Since

ambient winds blow almost constantly, the yaw behaviour of the vehicle is

very important to its overall aerodynamic efficiency. Therefore some rational

method must be used to predict the drag of the vehicle averaged over its

lifetime from wind tunnel data taken at various yaw angles. This average
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drag, called the Wind Mean Drag (WMD), may be calculated for the lifetime

of the vehicle given information pertaining to the characteristics of the wind

and the vehicle. For most vehicles, the WMD is greater than the zero yaw

drag due to poor yaw behaviour. The goal of wind assistance is to achieve

a WMDC which is less than the zero yaw drag.

Vw Wind Velocity
--'"-

Vehicle VelocityVt

V Total Incident Velocity

4> Wind Incidence Angle

t/J Yaw Angle

Figure 1-1: Yaw Angle Definition

1.3. Previous Work

The possibility of a wind assisted automobile was put forth by

G.W.Carr in 1978 [2]. He stated that a vehicle could be built to produce a

drag reduction at small yaw angles, as opposed to conventional vehicles that

require a very large yaw angle to show any decreased drag. No description
was presented on how such a vehicle should be designed.
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Evaluation techniques exist to predict the long term drag of a vehicle

from wind tunnel data. A study by Buckley [3] uses the mean wind speed
and mean vehicle speed to form a wind mean drag coefficient. This method

was adopted by the SAE as a testing standard [4]. The method was

extended by Cooper [5] to incorporate the use of a wind speed probability

density function rather than a simple mean speed for use in the average.

The result of this extension IS a more representative average at the expense

of simplicity of calculation.

The only previous work pertaining directly to the design of wind

assisted road vehicles is that carried out by James Amick. He built several

vehicles equipped with vertical wings and fins designed to act as a land

based sailboat. Several patents arose from his work including the one for a

sail retraction device [6], the design of a hoop sail wing [7], and the use of

all-wheel steering to crab a road vehicle into the wind for enhanced

performance [8]. No other formal literature was found about his work or

designs. Amick's vehicles stressed the use of add-on wings and fins for wind

assistance, rather than integrating any superior yaw performance into the

basic body shape of the vehicle, as is attempted in the present work.

A wealth of information exists for the wind assistance of second

generation sailing ships [9]. This is a subject of renewed interest during the

past 15 years of energy conservation awareness. However, ships operate III a

fundamentally different regime than a road vehicle. Because of the slow

speed of the ship relative to the strong winds found on the open sea, the

yaw angles encountered are much higher than for a typical road vehicle. The

much larger yaw angle dictates the use of high lift, high drag sail devices

(such as flapped and blown wings). These devices are not effective for road

vehicles smce the high drag encountered is much more detrimental at the

smaller yaw angles found for typical road vehicles. Therefore, the

information concerning sailing ships is not very applicable.
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In the present work, it is proposed to use very low aspect ratio (the
ratio of vehicle height to length), truncated airfoils as a basis for the design
of wind assisted road vehicle bodies. Therefore, any information pertaining to

the aerodynamic characteristics of vertical, very low aspect ratio airfoils III

ground proximity would be very useful. No aerodynamic data on such shapes
was encountered during the literature search.

1.4. Thesis Goals

The objectives of this thesis project were as follows:

1. To automate and customise the Mechanical Engineering Wind

Tunnel so that rapid vehicle testing at many yaw angles could be

easily carried out. The flow qualities were to be measured to

ensure the validity of the results, and software written to acquire

and process the large amount of data from a vehicle test.

2. To determine an accurate evaluation technique to predict the long

term crosswind performance of different model shapes based on

wind tunnel data for easy comparison of different configurations.

3. To measure and analyse the behaviour of several vehicle-like, low

aspect ratio, plan VIew airfoil shapes III ground proximity.

Various geometric parameters were studied for their effect on wind

assistance performance.

4. To identify the dominant source of the propulsion effect for a

vehicle-like shape exhibiting negative drag at a low yaw angle.
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5. To provide an example of the application of the acquired

knowledge on wind assistance by modifying the cab of a

representative, semi-trailer transport to achieve drag reduction at

low yaw angles.

1.5. Scope

Preliminary work was done to set up the instrumentation and

automation systems of the wind tunnel to accommodate the large volume of

testing to be carried out on the models.

Several existing Wind Mean Drag evaluation techniques were studied.

An extension to the most advanced technique was developed and compared
to the existing methods. The final method, Cooper's [5], was chosen for use

III this thesis.

Two sets of wind tunnel models of potentially wind assisted vehicle

shapes were tested for drag and side forces at various yaw angles. Only the

effect of uniform, mean crosswinds was simulated. The models were low

aspect ratio vertical airfoils in ground proximity that where meant to

represent vehicle body shapes. The effect of model aspect ratio, truncation,

ground clearance, corner rounding and plan view shape on the drag and side

forces was studied and compared.

Flow visualisation and surface pressure studies were carried out to

attempt to explain some of the yaw thrusting effects observed in the force

studies,

An example of the use of the acquired information on wind assistance

was carried out by modifying the cab of a representative, semi-trailer

transport to achieve improved drag performance at low yaw angles.
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The first task that enables one to carry out the rest of the research IS

to prepare the wind tunnel for reliable data acquisition. The wind tunnel IS

discussed in the following chapter.
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Chapter 2

THE WIND TUNNEL

2.1. Introduction

The conclusions drawn in this thesis were based almost entirely on

wind tunnel tests. Wind tunnel results are very difficult to verify and the

only methods available are comparison to other wind tunnels or to a full

scale road test. Therefore, in order obtain reliable results, the researcher

must have confidence in the modelling techniques, instrumentation, test

section flow properties and data analysis software.

The wind tunnel used was a 75 kW return type, built especially for

automotive testing. The High Speed Test Section (HSTS) of the tunnel was

equipped with a SIX component force balance as well as a traversing wing for

flow analysis. Most of the instrumentation required to carry out force

studies and simple flow field analysis was already present at the

commencement of the thesis research. However, the tunnel had not been

used for research for the preceding two years.

To upgrade and customise the wind tunnel for the study at hand, the

following tasks were completed:

• The six component force balance was modified and a complete

calibration III terms of load cell conversion constants and

component interactions was carried out.
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• General instrument calibration was carried out for the velocity

head transducer, the temperature sensor, and the absolute pressure

transducer.

• An automated system of model and balance yawing was designed

and built to speed testing over a large range of yaw angles. Since

it was planned to carry out detailed testing at many yaw angles,

the automation was necessary to acquire all data in a reasonable

length of time.

• An entirely new mam frame computer was set up for use in data

acquisition, control and data processmg. This new computer also

necessitated the writing of entirely new software for data

acquisition, processing, and instrument control.

• The contraction was pressure tapped and calibrated to be used for

dynamic head determination during force testing.

• The flow qualities of the High Speed Test Section were thoroughly

determined. Although the qualities of the tunnel were studied in

a Fourth Year Mechanical Engineering Design Project in 1984

[10], the study was neither exhaustive nor detailed.

To ensure that all the instrumentation and software of the wind tunnel

was working properly, a comparison was made between wind tunnel results

for a model of the Nexus commuter vehicle, built at the University of
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Saskatchewan in 1986, and results from actual on-road coast down testing.

The wind tunnel provided results that agreed well with the on-road test

data. This comparison verified that the wind tunnel was producing reliable

data.

2.2. Wind Tunnel Configuration and Specifications

The University of Saskatchewan Mechanical Engineering Wind Tunnel

was used ill this study for all data acquisition. The tunnel is a single
return type, incorporating both a Low Speed Test Section (LSTS) and a

High Speed Test Section (HSTS). General layout and specifications for this

tunnel are shown in Figure 2-1. The LSTS is capable of 8 ta]« and is used

primarily for environmental and wind engineering studies. The HSTS is the

most instrumented section of the wind tunnel, and was used to acquire all

data in the present study. The HSTS is 1129 mm by 912 mm and IS

capable of 57 m/s. Force coefficient studies were carried out here with a six

component force balance, velocity head transducer, temperature transducer

and an absolute pressure sensor. Flow field studies may be carried out in

this section with the use of a three axis traversing system which allows

automated probe positioning anywhere in the HSTS.

For more detail on the operation and properties of the wind tunnel and

software, refer to the Mechanical Engineering Wind Tunnel Manual that was

written in parallel with this thesis [11]. This manual is a more thorough
treatment of the wind tunnel systems intended for use by potential
researchers.
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� 77·(Z3.70��I------------ �

VARIABLE PITCH AXIAL FLOW FAN

SIDE VIEW

REMOVABLE CLOSED - JET
HIGH SPEED TEST SECTION

Ai.

PERMANENT CLOSED - JET
LOW SPEED TEST SECTION

8b TURBULENCE
REDUCIIfG SCREENS (3)

44.5'
(1129mml

77'
(1958 mm I

C-C

(,,����I
�R£-NO-V-A8-lE-_'_-�

A-A

SECTIONS

8-8

SPECIFICATIONS TYPICAL USES

LOW SPEED TEST SECTION

Flow Area - 117" x 94.5" (2972 mID x 2400 lIDO)
Length - 23 ft. - closed jet
Velocity - 0 to 20 mph (32 km/hr)

LOW SPEED SECTION (0 to 20 mph)
Vehicle aerodynamics and flow visualization studies

Heat transfer from experiments and buildings
Wind loading on structures

Vibration of structures ie: power lines, etc.

Smoke distribution from building stacks
Wind power devices - performance testing
Snow drifting and visibility studies
Soil erosion and weed seed propagation studies

Spray studies for irrigation, vegetation and insect control
Earth's boundary layer investigations

HIGH SPEED TEST SECTION

Flow Area - 44.5" x 36" (1129 DID x 912 mm)
Length _ 7 ft. - open or closed jet
Velocity - 0 - 140 mph (224 km/hr)

FAN

100 hp (75 kw) - 1200 rpm A.C. Electric Induction Motor

140,000 Cfm @ 4.0 in. H20 (3965 mJ/min. @ 102 mm H20)
Diameter 6'-6" (1981 mm), Length 5'-0" (1524 mm)
Air Speed Control - Variable Pitch In Motion
Fan Blades

HIGH SPEED SECTION (0 to 140 mph)

POWER FACTOR @ MAX SPEED

Power Factor � A � H/(��oUoJAo)
H � Total electrical power

Ao Working cross-sectional area

Po Standard air density
Uo � Test section air velocity
High speed test section ). a 0.52

Vehicle resistance studies

Aerodynamics of transport truck models (SAE J1252)
Automotive fuel consumption research
Airfoil and aircraft drag and lift studies
Wind turbine airfoil investigations

In addition, the wind tunnel is used as a teaching tool to

demonstrate the principles of fluid dynamics and convection

heat transfer. Contract research may be arranged.

Figure 2-1: Mechanical Engineering Wind Tunnel
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2.3. Model Mounting and Ground Simulation

The model was mounted on a raised ground board to reduce the

boundary layer thickness seen by the model, as shown in Figure 2-2. The

model was mounted on pins which pass through an upper cover plate and

bolt to a force plate that resides within the ground board. A lower plate on

the bottom of the ground board shields the entire force plate from the wind.

The balance pedestal, connecting the force plate to the balance, is also

covered by a fairing to shield it from the wind. In this fashion, only the

model itself is exposed to the airstream, and force tares, caused by wind

impinging on model supports, are effectively eliminated. The model can be

set to any ground height by using different sized pins.

The cover plate rotates about a vertical axis In unison with the force

balance and force plate in yaw. Therefore the clearances between the model

mounting pins and the cover plate clearance holes are maintained. The Yaw

Stepper described in Section 2.4.4 rotates all these components.

2.4. Instrumentation

The instrumentation IS the primary means by which the phenomena

occurring in the wind tunnel are communicated to the researcher. With this

In mind much time was spent ensurmg that the instrumentation was

providing accurate measurements. An overview of the data acquisition and

control system for the wind tunnel is shown In Figure 2-3. All the

instrumentation, including the force balance, temperature and absolute

pressure sensors, the dynamic head transducer, yaw stepper, thermal

anemometer and traversing wing, was located at the wind tunnel. However,

the data acquisition computer was 60 m away, on another floor of the

building. Therefore, all analog signals from the instrumentation to the

computer and digital control signals from the computer to the yaw stepper

and the traversing wing had to be passed via long, low impedance cables.
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Communication with the computer was accomplished with a terminal next to

the wind tunnel.

WIND TUNNEL
INSTRUMENTATION I

I
I

WIND TUNNEL
ROOM

COMPUTER ROOM

YAW
STEPPER

TRAVERSING
WINGVAX

3600

TERMINAL

Figure 2-3: Wind Tunnel Instrumentation Overview

SIX
COMPONENT
BALANCE

VELOCITY
XDUCER

ABSOLUTE
XDUCER

TEMP
XDUCER

HOT WIRE
ANEM.

A discussion of each component of the instrumentation system follows.

2.4.1. Six Component Balance

The balance used, shown in Figure 2-4, is a newly built six component

strain gauge load cell force balance designed as a graduate student project in

1987 [12]. The balance had been built but not tested or calibrated. Six

platform load cells are used to derive the three force components as well as

the rolling, pitching and yawing moments. The ranges for the balance are:

Drag +/- 89 N

+/- 178 NSide Force
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Lift +/- 445 �

Pitching Moment +/- 107 �-m

Yawing Moment +/- 43 N-m

Rolling Moment +/- 54 N-m

Output from each load cell is amplified with a strain gauge amplifier to

produce a + / - 10 volt output proportional to the applied load. The actual

resolved force components are calculated from the cell loads using derived

equations based on static equilibrium within the data acquisition software.

An unfortunate characteristic of this type of balance IS the presence of

interactions between force components [13]. For example, a pure side force

will also cause false 'cross talk' in the other 5 force components. These

interactions are caused by:

1. Balance misalignment, causing mainly linear interactions (constant

interaction coefficient with applied primary load)

2. Balance deflections, causing nonlinear interactions. (The interaction

coefficients vary with applied primary load)

Fortunately, the interactions were found to be mainly linear [11]. This

implies, first, that the interaction corrections can be superimposed for

multiple loadings, and second, that the interaction between two components

can be represented by a single value, the Interaction Coefficient, which

reduces the task of applying corrections to the measured loads. The

Interaction Coefficient (IC) is defined as:

Ie
resultant component load

primary applied load (2-1)
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The interaction corrections are applied by the data reduction software

during actual testing, using a previously derived 6X6 matrix containing the

interaction coefficients for each force and moment pair. This matrix

describes the amount of linear interaction between each component. The

maximum interaction was found to be about 6%, for the effect of yawing
moment on drag, so it is very important to correct for these interactions.

After careful calibration and interaction coefficient determination, the

final maximum absolute error for the balance was found to be about +/-
1.0% of full scale for forces and 3.0% for moments with the most severe

interactive loads applied. These accuracies were determined by an actual

bench test of the balance. The accuracy improves with lower interactive

forces since most of the error is due to interactions.

2.4.2. Dynamic Head Transducer

The most important measurement made in the wind tunnel is the

dynamic head, since most of the other values are referenced to this pressure.

A differential pressure was measured across the contraction, as described in

Section 2.7, with a DATAMETRICS 590D-I0W 10 in. H20 differential

transducer equipped with a thermal base in order to avoid long term drift.

The specifications state an accuracy of + /- 0.05% of reading plus 0.001% of

full scale with a repeatability of 0.01% of reading. The transducer was

calibrated against a vernier water manometer before testing, and periodic

checking found no long term zero or slope drift.

2.4.3. Temperature and Absolute Pressure Sensing

The test section temperature varies +/- 10°C within a test due to the

thermal energy accumulation in the wind tunnel. Since the drag measured

depends directly on the air density and hence the temperature, the

temperature must be accurately known. The temperature was measured with

a thermister and signal conditioner. This transducer was calibrated to within

+ / - 0.2 °C using a water bath and a quality reference temperature indicator.
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The absolute pressure must also be monitored to be used with the

temperature to calculate the air density via the ideal gas law. The ambient

test section static pressure was measured with a DATAMETRICS

600A-1000T absolute pressure transducer. The specifications for this

transducer stated an accuracy of 0.05% of full scale and excellent thermal

stability (50 ppmjDC zero drift). This transducer was calibrated and checked

regularly with a vernier mercury manometer.

2.4.4. Digital Yaw Stepper

Large amounts of data at yawed conditions were to be gathered for use

in this study. For example, a single force test for a typical model

configuration was considered over 115 individual yaw angles. There were

over 40 configurations tested in this study resulting in over 4000 individual

yaw angle tests. Therefore, it was decided to automate the yawing of the

model, balance and cover plate about the vertical axis.

This rotation had been previously done manually, which was very slow,

and worse, the loads to move the upper cover plate were transmitted

through the balance. With the newly designed, more fragile balance, this was

no longer feasible. Instead, a system using a digital stepping motor (DSM)
was designed and built as shown in Figure 2-5. This motor drove both the

balance and the cover plate via two pinions engaging curved racks attached

to the balance and underside of the cover plate. The digital stepping motor

was interfaced to EDISON. a VAX 3600 computer that was used for data

acquisition. Therefore the data acquisition and control of the yaw angle
could be synchronised in the software for total 'hands ofT' testing. This

system improved the repeatability of the testing and hastened the data

acquisition by a factor of 8 over the manual system. Originally a serIOUS

electrical norse problem was introduced by the DSM, but after

troubleshooting, the noise was finally abated to insignificant levels.
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Figure 2-4: Six Component Force Balance

Figure 2-5:
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2.4.5. Traversing Wing

The traversing wing, as with the thermal anemometer, was not used

directly in the study but it was invaluable in determining most of the flow

characteristics in the HSTS.

The traversing wmg, shown schematically in Figure 2-6, uses digital

stepping motors controlled by the EDISON VAX 3600 computer similar to

the Yaw Stepper. It was designed and built through the completion of two

Mechanical Engineering Fourth Year Design Projects [14] [15]. The wing,
seen in Figure 2-6, moves up and down transverse to the flow, and also

horizontally in the streamwise direction. The wing contains a trolley that

carries the probe back and forth across the flow in the transverse plane. In

this way, any portion of the test section may be reached for flow analysis.

The probe may be of any type the researcher wishes. Movement of the

traversing wmg is synchronised with data collection through the VAX 3600

computer to achieve very efficient, automated grid sampling and flow

analysis. This software was originally written for the preceding computer, so

before any flow analysis was done, the software had to be partially rewritten.

2.4.6. Thermal Anemometer

The thermal anemometer, while not used directly for the thesis work,

was essential for the study of the turbulence intensity of the HSTS. The

anemometer used was a TSI IFA-100 three channel unit using a 0.05 mm

hot film probe (TSI 12110-20). The data was digitised with the VAX 3600

real time equipment and stored to disk.
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High Speed Test Section

WIND ruNNEL TRAVERSING SYSTEM

Figure 2-6: High Speed Test Section Traversing Wing

2.5. Flow Visualisation Technique

Surface flow visualisation is an important tool to understand the flow

field around a model m the wind tunnel. The method of ultra-violet

fluorescent mini-tufting [16] was chosen for use for the following reasons:

• The effect on the flow around the model IS minimal since the

tufts are quite small.

• The resulting photos are of good quality and make the flow

patterns stand out well.



:.?l

The models to be studied were tufted in a 1 em square grid \l�lllg 0.08

rnrn thick cotton thread treated with fluorescent dye. Photographs 'sere

t a.ken in t he wind tunnel using Kodak T -Xlax G-WO .-\.::;.-\. high speed film.

Illumination was provided by three flash unir.s equipped with Kodak \Yratten

lS.-\. L'Ir ra-Violet pass filters. The camera lens was equipped with a Kodak

\Yratten :.?C CItra-Yiolet block filter. This setup produced the effect of

illuminating only the fluorescent tufts. while all the background detail

remains dark. The photographs produced were brilliant and informative as

shown in Figure 2- 7.

Figure 2-7: Example Flow Visualisation Photograph
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2.6. Data Acquisition and Control Hardware

All data acquisition and control was carried out with the Engineering

Computer Centre VAX 3600 called EDISON. An unfortunate aspect of this

arrangement was that EDISON is a multi-user computer located on the

second floor of the building. This necessitated the purchase and installation

of a large quantity of low impedance, heavily shielded cable to communicate

all analog and digital data and control signals to and from the computer.

After the cable was installed, the signal quality was found to be excellent

with no significant signal degradation even when sampling high frequency

(about 10 kHz) test signals at a sampling rate of 200 kHz.

The AID converter used was an ADQ-32 manufactured by DIGITAL

for connection to the Q-BUS of the VAX 3600. This is a 12 bit differential

ended 16 channel converter with a maximum sampling speed of about 250

kHz. Digital output to operate the digital stepping motors of the Yaw

Stepper and the Traversing Wing was achieved with the use of the

DRV-llW 16 channel digital output module.

The signals produced by the instrumentation contain random noise, To

obtain the average voltage of the signals required for the determination of

the force coefficients, the signals must be sampled over a period of time and

averaged. The AID sampling rate must be fast enough to ensure proper

representation of the signals acquired, and the sampling period must be long

enough to give repeatable data. Sampling for dynamic pressure, temperature,

absolute pressure and the six load cell voltages was done at 1000 Hz for

each of the 9 channels. This was about four times the maximum frequency

present in any of the signals as determined with an oscilloscope. A sampling

period of about six seconds per force coefficient measurement was used to

provide adequate repeatability.
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2.7. Data Acquisition and Control Software

The existing software written for automotive data acquisition was

inadequate and obsolete at the start of this project. It had been written for

the old real time equipment, did not have the ability to run the Yaw

Stepper, and had to be modified for each new model configuration or change
in instrument calibration. Considering the amount of data to be collected in

this study, it was necessary to write completely new software.

New software for automotive testing was written to accommodate the

anticipated automation of the system, to facilitate the input of model

parameters and instrument calibrations and to organise data handling. This

routine, called AUTO, is listed the Wind Tunnel Manual [11]. It is about

4000 long lines and is made up of 34 FORTRAN subroutines. The program

was designed to handle all facets of testing including:

• Yaw Stepper control

• Balance calibration and compensation

• Data acquisition

• Data file handling

• Data reduction

• Data display and plotting

• General Instrument calibration
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It was written m such a way as to avoid future modification by using

data files for all required model parameters, AID characteristics. and

calibration data. During extensive use in this study, the routine proved to

work very well and it is to become the resident automotive data acquisition
software for the wind tunnel.

2.8. Dynamic Head Determination

The average dynamic head in the HSTS was determined VIa the

installation of two sets of four static pressure ports, one set before the 7:1

contraction and another set at the HSTS entrance. This method,

recommended by Pope [16], predicts the velocity in the HSTS without being
influenced by the flowfield around the model, which would cause a pitot tube

mounted in the HSTS to provide a false and variable reading. The

differential pressure generated by these sets of ports was correlated with the

velocity pressure measured in the transverse centre of the empty HSTS with

a pitot tube. The correlation was an almost perfect linear relation which

was then used to predict the velocity in all subsequent tests. It is imperative

that for large models a solid blockage correction (see Section 2.10) be used

with this type of system since the differential pressure reading across the

contraction is a function of blockage.

2.9. HSTS Flow Qualities

The flow characteristics for the HSTS were never thoroughly established

upon completion of the tunnel; the first task after instrumentation calibration

was to be the analysis of the HSTS flow qualities. The flow in the wind

tunnel is very complex and influenced by many geometric factors including
the configuration of the contraction, the corner turning vanes, and the test

section. The flow in the test section will rarely approach the ideal, uniform,

homogeneous flow desired. The actual flow qualities must be known in the

test section to ensure the data acquired will be meaningful. Upon reviewing
the flow analysis suggested by Pope and Rae [16], four aspects were chosen

for study, specifically:
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1. Transverse Velocity Distribution

2. Longitudinal Static Pressure Gradient

3. Turbulence Intensity Distribution

4. Boundary Layer growth on the raised ground board

2.9.1. Transverse Velocity Distribution

The Transverse Velocity Distribution was measured with a total head

probe mounted on the HSTS Traversing Wing to move it about the test

section. The transverse section chosen for study was at the balance

turntable centerline. The dynamic head (referenced to a stationary static

pressure at the test section entrance) was measured on this plane at each

point of a lOXI0 grid. The resulting distribution is shown in Figure 2-8. The

maximum deviation In velocity is +/- 0.5 %, which is close to the acceptable
limits of + /- 0.25% given by Pope [16]. No attempt was made to correct the

deviation and it is felt that for the present study the flow deviations were

insignificant.

2.9.2. Longitudinal Static Pressure Gradient

It is important to determine the longitudinal pressure gradient in the

HSTS in order to apply a longitudinal buoyancy correction to the drag data.

If a significant gradient exists, then a false drag force will be apparent due

to the unequal static pressures on the front and rear of the model. This

correction 1S quite small for smaller models, and the application of the

correction IS quite arbitrary; therefore, only a rough approximation of the

gradient is required.
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Velocity Distribution III the High Speed Test Section
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Figure 2-8: HSTS Transverse Velocity Distribution
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A static pressure probe was mounted on the traversing wmg to measure

the gradient at three different heights above the ground board at the

transverse centerline of the HSTS. The results are shown in Figure 2-9.

On the X axis of the graph, 0 mm corresponds to the exit of the test

section and 1500 rnm corresponds to the entrance of the test section. A

linear pressure gradient can be approximated for the area of the test section

where a model usually resides, between 300 mrn and 1200 mm. The gradient
is found to be approximately -8 Palm (i.e. higher pressure at the test

section entrance). This gradient IS large enough to make a significant effect

on larger models. An attempt to correct the pressure gradient to zero was

made by moving the rear flapped portion of the ground board up and down,
but this did not make any significant effect.

2.9.3. Turbulence Intensity Distribution

The longitudinal turbulence intensity, Ix' IS an important flow

characteristic, especially for the airfoil shaped bodies studied in this work.

The turbulence intensity will influence the point of transition from a laminar

to a turbulent boundary layer, and hence affect the flow separation point of

an airfoil shaped body m yaw. Therefore, to assess the effect of the

turbulence on the separation point, the turbulence intensity must be known.

Ix is defined as [17] :

(2-2)

The fluctuating velocity, ul' was measured with a thermal anemometer

using a hot film probe mounted on the traversing wing. The mean velocity

U
0'

was measured with a pitot tube. A computer routine was used to

sample the signal from this anemometer and to then store the data to file at

each point on a 5x5 transverse grid above the turntable centerline. To ensure
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that the dominant spectra of the velocity fluctuations are represented,

appropriate filtering and sampling times were used. A Fast Fourier

Transformation routine determined that that the maximum fluctuating

frequency was approximately 300 Hz. Therefore the signal was filtered to 400

Hz and sampled at 800 Hz to obtain a good representation of the

fluctuations. Complete description of the sampling and processing routines are

found in the Wind Tunnel Manual [11].

After the data was acquired and stored for all 25 points, another

routine was used to convert the voltage readings to a velocity using a

previously derived probe calibration. Turbulence intensity was then calculated

for each point of the grid. The resultant distribution is shown in Figure
2-10. The distribution is quite uniform with an average intensity of 0.2%.

This value is quite low when compared to other wind tunnels [16], where the

range is from about 0.1% to 1.0%.

2.9.4. Ground Board Boundary Layer

The boundary layer on the ground board at the turntable centerline

was measured using the traversing wing. A thin (0.90 mm diameter) total

head tube was used to sample for velocity very close to the ground. The

resulting profile, shown in Figure 2-11, approximates a classic 1/7 power law

profile [22]. The 99% boundary layer thickness is 17.5 mm. Using relations

for turbulent boundary layer growth [18] on a flat plate in a zero pressure

gradient, the boundary layer thickness was calculated to be 16.4 mm, which

compares well with the measured value.

The displacement thickness, b*, is a more meaningful indicator of the

effect of the boundary layer on the model than the boundary layer thickness

[19]. The displacement thickness is defined as [17]:
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(2-3)

The displacement thickness may be calculated assummg a 1/7 power

law approximation for the boundary layer profile based on Figure 2-11. The

calculation yields a displacement thickness of 2.2 mm. The displacement
thickness is the distance one would conceptually displace the solid boundary

upward to create the same flowrate with a uniform velocity (i.e. no boundary

layer) .

According to Cooper [19]' this rather small displacement thickness

should give rise to minimal effects on the drag and the side forces measured.

Since this is a comparative study, the error in results should be insignificant.

22
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2.10. Boundary Corrections

Boundary corrections attempt to compensate for flow variations due to

the presence of the wind tunnel walls. For an automotive type shape two

boundary corrections are important; blockage corrections and horizontal

buoyancy corrections.

Blockage corrections account for the increased velocity over the model

due to the decreased flow area around the model and its wake. This is

especially important if a calibrated contraction is used to measure the test

section velocity, since this method measures an average velocity as if the test

section were empty. This correction is mainly a function of the area ratios

between the model and the test section. The empirical form of the correction

for both solid and wake blockage for an automotive type shape is given by

[16]:

(2-4)
q

The blockage correction for the largest model configuration used in this

study, at the worst case yaw angle of 90 degrees, is about 5%, while the

correction for the same model at 0 degrees yaw is only 1.5%. The

correction is directly dependent on the blockage area, which changes with

yaw, and the type of flow over the model. A larger correction is required
for a bluff body due to the wake blockage. Thus, there is a problem in

applying the correction, since it changes with the yaw angle and flow regime

around the model. Therefore, the correction was not be applied to the

models for the sake of simplicity, and since the blockage was minimal.

Buoyancy corrections account for the errors associated with the

differential static pressure gradient acting on the model in the longitudinal

static pressure gradient. This gradient 'buoys' the model forward or

backward according to the gradient. The buoyancy force depends on the

shape and length of the model as well as on the gradient itself. The

empirical form of the buoyancy correction is given by [16]:
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1T' dp
�D =_-t3,\ -

b 4 3dl (2-5)

The models used for this study were very small III comparison to the

test section size. For the largest model used, the maximum buoyancy

correction at the worst case yaw angle (0 degrees) is only 0.5%. This is

insignificant and the corrections were not used in this study.

2.11. Comparisons With Coast Down Results

One of the few ways to ascertain the accuracy of wind tunnel modelling
IS to compare the wind tunnel data to data acquired from a full scale coast

down test carried out with the same vehicle shape that was tested in the

wind tunnel. It is fortunate to have good coast-down results for the Nexus

vehicle, obtained in the pursuit of two Master's Theses at the University of

Saskatchewan in 1987 and 1988. The Nexus vehicle, shown in Figure 2-12, IS

a high mileage, safety compliant commuter vehicle designed and built for

Transport Canada at the University of Saskatchewan during the period of

1984 to 1988. The drag coefficient of the Nexus vehicle was determined

from coast down tests conducted by Johnston [20] and Remenda [21].

The final quarter scale model (designated NEXH6) built in 1985 during
the development of the vehicle, bore a good resemblance to the actual vehicle

that was constructed and tested. In developing the the new wind tunnel

system in 1989, the NEXH6 model was convenient to use for verification of

the wind tunnel test results. The model was tested for six components of

force from 0 to 30 degrees yaw.

Since this model was much larger (six times the frontal area and about

three times longer) than any used in the present study, boundary corrections

were applied to the test data as per section 2.9 for buoyancy and blockage.

The results are shown in comparison with the curve fit of the coast

down data from Remenda [21] in Figure 2-13. Although the curve fit of the
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coast down data looks quite good, the data was quite scattered due to the

nature of the testing.

The zero yaw drag coefficient found from on-road tests is about 11%

higher than that measured in the wind tunnel. Much of this may be due to

the extra drag associated with a prototype, which has panel joints and body
details not present on the idealised wind tunnel model. More importantly,
both the on-road and wind tunnel results indicate a reduction of drag with

increasing yaw angle. These results confirm that wind assistance for road

vehicles exists and can be predicted accurately in the Mechanical Engineering
Wind Tunnel.

2.12. Summary

The wind tunnel has been developed into a form that is ready to

acquire the data for the remainder of this study. The wind tunnel and

instrumentation has been calibrated and the results from the wind tunnel

have been shown to agree with on-road tests. An automation system for

model yawing was installed to speed the data acquisition process. Therefore,

the aerodynamic characteristics of many model configurations tested over a

wide range of yaw angles may be acquired quickly and reliably.
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Cha.pter 3

WIND MEAN DRAG EVALUATION

3.1. Introduction

In this chapter the effect of ambient winds on the aerodynamic drag of

road vehicles will be discussed. A vehicle travels in varying wind conditions

throughout its lifetime. In different wind conditions, the vehicle will

encounter different drag forces due to the varying incident air velocity and

varying yaw angles produced by the wind. Wind mean drag evaluation

attempts to predict, using wind tunnel data, an average drag coefficient

encountered over the lifetime of the vehicle. This Wind Mean Drag
Coefficient (WMDC) is more important than the drag at any specific wind

condition and yaw angle, since it is the WMDC that determines the average

fuel efficiency and operating cost of an automobile.

A standard WMDC must be arrived at before wind tunnel data may

be analysed, since the WMDC will form the baseline for comparison of wind

assistance performance for the different vehicle shapes studied in this thesis.

Several existing methods to predict the Wind Mean Drag Coefficient

(WMDC) of a vehicle travelling in crosswinds will be reviewed in this

chapter. A useful extension to existing methods which utilises more detailed

vehicle speed information will be introduced and the advantages of using

such an extension will be demonstrated. A demonstration of the WMDC

calculation applied to a few representative vehicles is then provided to

emphasise the importance of the yaw behaviour on the average drag of road

vehicles.
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3.2. The Nature of the Wind and the Road

The wind moving over the earth's surface is a complex and dynamic

phenomenon. A road vehicle operating m this windy environment is subjected
to many different aerodynamic effects that influence the performance of the

vehicle. Although there are many complex aspects to the wind as it affects

the vehicle, from past work [19] it has been shown that a simple model

assummg a mean, uniform wind impinging on the vehicle results in a good
estimation of the average drag performance of the vehicle. A brief survey of

various aspects of ambient winds and how they affect a road vehicle follows.

An atmospheric boundary layer is present over the ground, causing the

wind to be stronger at increased height. This boundary layer causes a

velocity gradient in the wind speed over the height of the vehicle. The most

important effect of this is the production of a yaw angle that vanes with

vehicle height. For example, in the worst case of a large semi-trailer

transport, and assummg a 1/7 power law relation for a boundary layer
thickness of 300 m [22], the maximum yaw skew from bumper height to van

roof is two degrees. This yaw skew is insignificant and is overshadowed by
the skewed yaw angles possible due to local mean flow deviations caused by
local topography and road structures.

Atmospheric turbulence is always present m ambient winds and is

characterised by eddies of varying length scales. The major effect of this

turbulence is to continually change the attack angle of the vehicle in both

yaw and pitch. Turbulence is of course present in the wind tunnel but the

length scales are very much smaller than in the atmosphere. It is difficult

to produce representative turbulence in the wind tunnel at smaller model

scales, while at the same time matching Reynolds numbers with full scale. In

past studies, the modelling of atmospheric turbulence has been disregarded

[19].

As the vehicle travels over the road, local structures and topographies
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affect the wind that it encounters. The effect of local topography and road

structures, such as overpasses and trees along the roadside, is not easy to

predict. A 'typical' road environment, unlike a typical boundary layer or

level of atmospheric turbulence, is almost impossible define. In the present

study the prediction of the long term average drag is desired. Therefore, this

effect will not be included in the modelling.

The most important aspect that IS usually modelled to obtain

representative results is the effect of the mean, uniform wind impinging on

the vehicle. This simple modelling provides an adequate simulation of the

vehicle travelling on the road. It can be achieved in the wind tunnel by

simply rotating the model about the vertical axis to introduce a yaw angle.

3.3. The Problem of Performance Prediction

This study, for the reasons laid out previously, will be limited to

studying the effect of mean, uniform ambient winds on the drag and side

forces on the vehicle. The problem is therefore to attempt to predict the

long term drag performance of a vehicle based on wind tunnel data taken at

various yaw angles. There have been various techniques developed in the

past to accomplish this task, some of which are noted below:

• Buckley, in 1975 [3], laid out the Wind Mean Drag Coefficient

(WMDC). This allowed the calculation of a mean drag coefficient

assuming a constant, mean wind impinging from a random

direction on the vehicle travelling at a constan t velocity.

Buckley's approach was adopted as a Society of Automotive

Engineers (SAE) standard [4]. This will herein be referred to as

the SAE method .

• Cooper, III 1976 [5], extended Buckley's method to incorporate the
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probability density function of the wind into the Wind Mean Drag

Coefficient, thus providing a more accurate prediction of the yaw

angles encountered. This method will be termed PWMD

(Probabilistic Wind Mean Drag) .

• Dayman, in 1978 [23] and Sovran, in 1984 [24], developed methods

of predicting the actual aerodynamic drag over a particular driving

path for a specific wind condition based on a few salient yaw

characteristics of the drag coefficient of the vehicle. This method

was used to predict the aerodynamic drag encountered during

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) fuel consumption test

cycles.

The methods of Cooper and Buckley will be discussed SInce their

methods predict a WMDC that attempts to estimate the average drag
encountered for the vehicle over it's lifetime. The other methods predict the

behaviour over specified vehicle courses encountering given winds. For both

Buckley's and Cooper's methods of determining the WMDC, some

assumptions must be made with respect to the long term behaviour of the

wind and of the vehicle including:

• The combination of wind and vehicle direction, resulting In a

given wind incidence angle, is random with equal probability from

any direction .

• The wind speed and vehicle speed follow some given mean value

and probability density functions.
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• The vehicle IS travelling at a steady speed.

3.4. The SAE method of Wind Average Drag Evaluation

The first technique that follows these assumptions in predicting the

WMDC was developed by Buckley in 1974 [3]. This method uses a given

mean wind speed, mean vehicle speed and the yaw characteristics of drag to

predict an average drag encountered during the lifetime of the vehicle. A

vector representation describing the variables involved in this calculation IS

given in Figure 3-1. This has been used widely for conventional vehicles

during the last 15 years. The form of the averaging is as follows:

The drag coefficient of a road vehicle, referenced to a particular
incident air speed V, is given by:

(3-1)

The Wind Mean Drag (SAE method) IS then defined as:

(3-2)

Where V is the magnitude of the total incident velocity given, from the

cosine law for the velocity vectors, by:

V V
V2 = V:{I+(�)2+2(�)cos (4))}

Vt V
t

(3-3)

Therefore a Wind Mean Drag Coefficient referenced conventionally to

the average vehicle speed, Vt, may be defined as:
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Vw Wind Velocity

Vt Vehicle Velocity

V Total Incident Velocity

¢ Wind Incidence Angle

t/J Yaw Angle

Figure 3-1: Vector Representation of a Vehicle

Travelling in a Windy Environment
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(3-4)

This method uses simple mean values to represent the vehicle speed

and the wind speed. These simple representations introduce inaccuracies in

the prediction by lumping all of the complex wind and vehicle speed
information into a single value. A more reasonable representation for these

speeds is to define a probability density function for each. There are two

reasons why this simplification leads to errors in wind mean drag prediction.

The range of yaw angles encountered is misrepresented. Using average

values for Vt and V
w

excludes the prediction of higher yaw angles
encountered for very low vehicle speeds or high wind speeds that occur in

nature. Using average values for the wind and vehicle speed predicts a false

maximum attainable yaw angle. In the real case, where the wind and vehicle

speeds follow probability density functions, much larger yaw angles are

present than IS predicted by using simple mean values. This

misrepresentation IS especially important for the models studied here, for

which the Cd is a sensitive and discontinuous function of the yaw angle as

seen, for example, in the drag versus yaw plot in Figure 3-2.

There is also a misrepresentation of the magnitude of the total velocity
vector experienced by the vehicle. This stems from the fact that the drag
force is proportional to the square of the incident velocity. Both the wind

and vehicle speeds are distributions with probability densities, p(Vw) and

p(V t). Therefore the average wind or vehicle speed is given by

V fa
00

V p(V) dV (3-5)

where V 1S a generic velocity. When these average wind and vehicle
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speeds are used to calculate an average incident speed V as seen in equation

3-3, the square of the average speed IS used in its calculation, rather than

the square of each particular speed, as should be the case. Therefore, an

inaccuracy is introduced with the use of the mean wind and vehicle speed
due to squaring the average speed rather than squaring each individual speed

during the averaging process.

3.5. The PWMD Method

In light of these shortcomings, a modified probabilistic method was

developed by Cooper III 1976 and was redeveloped independently during the

present thesis. This method attempts to account for the errors associated

with using only a mean wind speed for average drag prediction. In this

method, the probability density of the wind, p(Vw)' rather than only the

mean wind speed is used to predict the yaw angles and the magnitude of

the incident velocity encountered. This derived coefficient, termed here as

the Probabilistic Wind Mean Drag Coefficient (PWMD) has following form:

(3-6)

In this method, the drag of the vehicle is averaged over the entire

range of probable windspeeds and all possible wind incidence angles. This is

representative of what happens over the long term on the road. Therefore,
the larger yaw angles and higher incident velocities encountered with the

higher wind speeds will be accommodated in the average. In this way, a

more representative WMDC is produced that will more closely predict the

average lifetime drag encountered by the vehicle.

A wind speed probability density function has been compiled for
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Canada, as shown in Figure 3-3 [5]. This density is irrespective of wind

direction and was taken at a height of 10 m. The finite probability of higher
than average wind speeds and, therefore. higher encountered yaw angles and

incident velocities, can be seen from this example density. Data to compile
wind probability densities such as this is readily available from meteorological
data.

30

25.5

10

i:
g 15

<[
CD
o
0::
a..

WIND SPEED (MIS)

Figure 3-3: Canadian Average Wind Speed Probability Density
average for all directions at 10 meters

With the use of computers for data analysis, the added complexity of

this PWMD calculation is not significant. Two computer routines (listed III

Appendix A) were written to calculate the WMDC using the SAE method
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data for a range of vehicle speeds from 6 to 40 m/s. Different step intervals

for the wind incidence angle, as it takes on different values for calculation of

the WMDC, were studied. A step of 1 degree was determined to give good,

representative results.

3.6. The Vehicle Speed Probability Density

If it is desirable to include the wind speed probability density function

III the calculation of the WMDC, then it may also be appropriate to include

a probability density function for the vehicle speed. Changes in the vehicle

speed affect the WMDC exactly the same as changes in the wind speed. To

use only the wind speed probability distribution, ignoring the distribution of

vehicle speeds, resolves only half of the problem of accurately modelling the

yaw angles and resultant velocities encountered in a windy environment.

Therefore, a WMDC utilising both the probability density function of the

vehicle speed and wind speed will be introduced. The form of the average is

as follows:

V V

V;{1+(VW)2+2(vw)cos (¢>)} dVwdVtd¢> (3-7)
t t

The derivation is shown in Appendix F. A computer routine, called

PWVMDC, standing for Probabilistic Wind and Vehicle Mean Drag

Coefficient, was written to carry out this average. It IS presented III

Appendix A.

The use of this method can be demonstrated by considering the effect

of three vehicle speed distributions on the calculated WMDC. Three cases of

different vehicle speed probability densities were generated and analysed using

the above equation. For all three cases, the average vehicle speed was equal
to 24 tu]«, an average highway speed. The three distributions, as shown in

Figure 3-4, are:
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• A hypothetical case approximating the speed density that might

be suitable for a commercial, long haul transport truck.

• A distribution with a high probability of relatively low vehicle

speeds. Termed DOWNRAMP.

• A distribution with a high probability of relatively high vehicle

speeds. Termed UPRAMP .

Three sets of drag data were analysed using these three vehicle speed

probability densities to encompass a large range of yaw behaviour. The first

drag data set is for a constant drag body, with Cd=1.0 for all yaw angles.

The second is for a 1977 GM COE semi-trailer with a 13.7 m flat-sided van

[25]. The third is for the LAR1 1 3 model, the drag plot for which is

shown in Figure 3-2. For all calculations, the wind speed probability density
used was the Canadian composite, corrected for the atmospheric boundary

layer at a height of 1.5 m (see section 3.7). The results of the calculations

using the three different vehicle speed probabilities and the three drag data

sets, compared to the results using just the mean vehicle speed of 24 tu]«,
are given in Table 3-1.
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VEHICLE SPEED PROBABIUTY DENSITY - DOWNRAMP
MEAN VEHICLE SPEED 24 m/s

22.1

VEHICLE SPEED PROBABIUITY DENSITY - UPRAMP
MEAN VEHICLE SPEED 24 m/s

22.1
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Figure 3-4: Example Vehicle Speed Probability Densities
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Vehicle Mean Uprarnp Downramp Transport
Speed Dist. Dist. Dist.

Constant 1.043 1.189 1.528 1.131

Cd=1.0
GM Semi- 1.111 1.232 1.514 1.184
Trailer

LAR1 1 3 0.209 0.246 0.331 0.231
- -

MODEL

Table 3-1: Wind Mean Drag Coefficient Using Various
Vehicle Velocity Distributions

The Mean Speed column is the WMDC calculated using a mean vehicle

speed of 24 m/s. The important points to note about this comparison are

as follows:

• The differences III wind mean drag predicted using any of the

various distributions, rather than the mean vehicle speed, are

significant. For example, for the LAR1 1 3 model the

difference III wind mean drag between using the mean vehicle

speed and the hypothetical transport distribution is over 10%.

• The Probabilistic Wind Vehicle Mean drag is larger than the

PWMD for all types of vehicle speed distributions, in all of the

vehicle cases analysed.

Actual vehicle speed probability density data, at least for commercial

transports, could be readily obtained from the many transport companies

that employ the use of Tachographs on their trucks. These devices record

the vehicle speed, engine RPM, temperatures, etc. at regular intervals during
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the use of the truck. Many of these devices are computer based, so the

extraction of speed probability data from the raw recordings should be fairly

simple. This analysis would provide the trucking industry with a more

accurate prediction on the cost benefits of proposed aerodynamic

improvements to their trucking fleets.

This method of WMD calculation will not be used in the present

study. A new and untried method, such as this one, would cloud the

conclusions drawn for the comparisons in the subsequent chapters. This

method of WMD calculation also depends upon specific vehicle driving cycle

data to obtain results. Since the present study pertains to vehicles in general,
the method is not suitable. The PWMD method will be used as a basis for

comparison in the remainder of the thesis.

3.7. Wind Speed Corrections For Vehicle Height

The wind speed data in Figure 3-3 is given for a height of 10 m, as

measured at airport recording stations. Some correction must be made to

predict the wind speed encountered at normal vehicle height. As was

mentioned before, the local velocity gradient directly above the road is

mostly a function of the configuration of the road and surrounding

topography. It is, therefore, questionable to apply a given boundary layer

approximation so close to the ground, as these were developed to predict the

velocity profile at a substantially greater height. However, since the effect of

these local geographical anomalies cannot be reduced to an average case, a

boundary layer approximation was used for want of anything better. An

approximation for open terrain was used in this study, since this is the

predominant case in Western Canada. The approximation used was [22]:

'"

�1

V(zl)=V( Z2) [_]0.143 (3-8)
z2

This reduces the average windspeed by a factor of 0.730 for cars (z,=1.0
m) and by 0.805 for trucks (z,=2.0 m), or by 0.773 for an average height
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(Z,= 1.5 m). These corrections will be used III the remainder of the data

analysis.

3.8. A Demonstration of Potential Vehicle Wind

Assistance

The drag behaviour for selected, typical vehicles was studied to test the

simulation and to demonstrate the possible advantages of designing a vehicle

to take advantage of ambient winds. To emphasise the effect of the yaw

characteristics alone, all the drag data for the vehicles was normalised to the

Cd at zero degrees yaw. The normalised Cd data for a typical semi-trailer

transport [25]' a 1979 Honda Accord [26]' the Nexus high mileage commuter

vehicle designed at the U of S in 1986 [1], and a typical vehicle-like shape
used in this study (LAR1_1_ 3 model) are shown in Figure 3-5.

The PWMD was calculated for each set of data using the Canadian

windspeed distribution P CANADA.DAT, corrected to a height

corresponding to the vehicle mid-height. The vehicle speed was taken to be

24 ta]«, a typical highway speed. The results of the calculation are shown

in Table 3-2.

There is a 38% difference in drag between the best and the worst of

these shapes due to the yaw behaviour alone. Thus, interest in the WMDC

of a vehicle is certainly justified.

3.9. Summary

In summary, the varIOUS existing methods of predicting the effect of

mean ambient winds on vehicle drag, specifically the SAE and PWMD

methods, have been analysed and compared. An extension to these methods,
the Probabilistic Wind and Vehicle Mean Drag (PWVMD), was presented.
This new development of the existing methods introduced the use of the
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COE Semi-Trailer, Honda Accord, Nexus and
LAR1 1 3 Model

WMDC Comparison for Various Vehicles

Vehicle PWMD Percent
from 1.0

Semi trailer 1.268 26
-

Honda Accord 1.075 7

Nexus 0.988 -1

LAR1 1 3 0.873 -12
- -

model

Table 3-2: Wind Mean Drag Comparison for Selected Vehicles

vehicle speed probability density function, p(Vt), for wind mean drag

calculation. This extension provides more accuracy to the WMDC calculation
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and would enable more accurate prediction of the energy requirements of

vehicles with known speed probability densities, operating III windy

environmen ts.

If the vehicle speed probability density IS known or can be estimated,

then the PWVMD method which utilises this information IS the most

representative prediction. In cases where the a vehicle speed density IS

unknown, or a general answer is required. the PWMD method is the best.

The PWMD method of calculation will be used for the cornparrsons III

this thesis for the following reasons:

• This thesis IS already studying one new aspect; the wind

assistance of road vehicles. By using the PWVMD calculation, the

results for wind assistance performance of the models would be

clouded. It would not be clear if superior performance predicted

for the new wind assisted shapes are a result of the new

calculation or the shape itself .

• The vehicle speed distribution is unique to a particular type of

vehicle and use. Since the emphasis of the present study IS

towards vehicles in general, it would make no sense to use a

particular distribution for comparison.

The PWMD calculation will be used as a baseline of comparison for

the following model testing, which is considered in the subsequent chapters.
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Chapter 4

Low Aspect Ratio Vertical Woortman Model

4.1. Introduction

The goal of this thesis is to incorporate the wind assistance effect into

the actual shape of a vehicle body, rather than using external wings or fins

to obtain the desired reduced drag at yaw. From past experience with the

Supermileage vehicles and Nexus commuter car, it was found that a plan
view airfoil-shaped body produced the desired negative drag at low yaw

angles. Therefore, it IS reasonable to begin by investigating the

characteristics of very low

airfoils close to the ground.

aspect ratio, truncated, symmetrical, vertical

These shapes are intended to represent the

general shape of possible road vehicles. The information gained from the

study of these simplified shapes can then be extrapolated to the design of

practical road vehicles. The purpose of this wind tunnel model study was to

achieve the following goals:

• To investigate the wind assistance performance of a low aspect

ratio vertical airfoil.

• To determine the basic characteristics of the flow patterns of an

airfoil shaped body that exhibits negative drag at low yaw angles.

To attain these goals, the following studies were carried out:

• A force study to evaluate the effect of aspect ratio, truncation,
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ground clearance, and corner rounding on wind assistance

performance.

• Surface flow visualisation on the model to attempt to explain

some of the behaviour identified in the force studies.

The geometric investigation carried out can be readily broken up into

three sections. The first is the aerodynamic effects of aspect ratio, defined

as the ratio between the model height and length, and truncation, which IS

the removal of rear sections to shorten the model. The second is a study of

the effect of top corner rounding, and the third is the effect of ground
clearance. For the aspect ratio and truncation study, 21 model configurations
were force tested. For the ground clearance and corner rounding studies,

only a few typical model configurations were studied in order to reduce the

amount of testing. Both force testing and flow visualisation was carried out

for each of these three studies.

A table outlining the tests done on all of the models investigated in

this thesis is shown in Figure 4-1. This figure provides a reference for

guidance throughout the explanation of the different models tested.

4.2. LARI Model Description

Since the model was a simple, low aspect ratio airfoil section, the

choice of model shapes was limited to the plan view profile. A Woortman

airfoil section was chosen as a basis for the model for the following reasons:

• The high efficiency (lift/drag ratio) of these airfoils has been well

established. [27]
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• The Reynolds number that provides highest performance for these

sailplane airfoils is similar to that of a road vehicle.

A Woortman FX-67-K-170 [27] was chosen from the profile family. The

final plan form of the model, shown in Figure 4-2, was achieved by taking
the top surface of the asymmetric Woortman section and mirroring it across

a line drawn from the leading edge to the trailing edge. The resulting

symmetrical shape was then scaled in thickness to 30% of the length along
the vehicle axis, or chord. The chord of the model was chosen to be 307

mID, based on maximum allowable blockage of the test section at 90 degrees

This determined the maximum thickness to be 92 mm. Theyaw.

corresponding model scale varies, depending on what part of the road vehicle

the model represents in full scale. When the model was used in Chapter 7

for the cab of a semi-trailer transport, the scale was 1:26.

A single model, termed the LAR1 model for Low Aspect Ratio model

#1, was built to to be capable of representing many configurations of aspect

ratio and truncation. The model was constructed in 12 parts, as shown in

Figure 4-3, so that various aspect ratios (7 in total, from 0.17 to 1.58) and

truncations (3 III total, from 0% to 40% of the chord) could be tested with

the same model. The model was built by using accurate, airfoil shaped

endplates glued to both sides of a polyurethane foam block. The foam was

then shaped to a final form using the endplates as guides. The foam and

endplate structure was then covered with polyester resin and fibreglass
reinforcement and sanded to achieve the final shape. Automotive acrylic

paint was sprayed on to achieve a glossy finish. When testing each

configuration, the joints between the model sections were joined with 0.02

mm thick mylar tape to provide smooth transitions (about +/- 0.5 mm)
between sections. The model designation number indicates the configuration

of the model as follows:

General Designation -- LAR1_ ** _ ##



Height: 51mm to 291mm

Untruncated Length: 307mm

Modified Woortman Section

30% Thick

Figure 4-2: LARI Model Plan View

Figure 4-3: LARI Model Components
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**
a number indicating model truncation

o 40% truncation (model length=185 mm)
1 20% truncation (model length=247 mm)
2 0% truncation (model length=307 mm)

## a number indicating model height

1 51 mm

2 98 mm

3 133 mm

4 174 mm

5 209 mm

6 256 mm

7 291 mm

A minimum ground clearance of about 2 mm was used in the aspect

ratio and truncation study as well as for the corner rounding investigation,
in an attempt to simulate zero ground clearance. Since the displacement
thickness of the boundary layer is also about 2 mm, the model should

behave as if it had no ground clearance. Flow visualisation showed no

appreciable underbody flow at this low ground clearance.

For all testing, except the corner rounding study, the edges of the

model were kept square. In the corner rounding study a 15 mm radius was

applied to the top edges only.

For the ground clearance study, the model was supported above the

ground board by four unshielded cylindrical pins of 6.4 mm diameter.

4.3. Reynolds Number Effects

The most important dimensionless number for matching aerodynamic

drag related flow behaviour of models and full scale vehicles is the Reynolds
number. The Reynolds number is based on the average model transverse

dimension, d, represented by "';width x height. In the wind tunnel, it is

rarely possible to simulate the actual full scale Reynolds number, hence the
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researcher must satisfy himself that he is testing III a range of Reynolds
numbers that will predict the behaviour of the full scale case. The most

important effect of the Reynolds number for the types of models studied here

concerns the growth and transition of the boundary layer. At lower

Reynolds numbers, the boundary layer remains laminar for longer distances

on the model, and may prematurely separate from the model surface. At

higher full scale Reynolds numbers, the boundary layer makes an early
transition to a turbulent profile and hence remains attached to the surface

longer, by virtue of its more favourable velocity profile.

To investigate the effects of Reynolds number on the test results, a

representative model configuration was tested at various tunnel speeds. An

LARI model with height of 98 mm and no truncation was chosen

(LARl_ 2
_ 2) because it represents a typical case for the configurations

tested. The Probabilistic Wind Mean Drag, as described in Chapter 3, is one

of the most important parameters to evaluate the yaw performance of the

model, therefore, it was used for the comparisons made. The effect of

Reynolds number on the PWMD calculated using the Canadian wind speed

density at 1.5 m and at 24 ui]« vehicle speed IS given in Figure 4-4. The

data for the five tests is given in Appendix B. The plot indicates that at a

Reynolds number of approximately 250,000 a plateau in the curve appears to

be reached. This plateau is a common phenomenon in automotive testing,

indicating that the full scale PWMD (at a Reynolds number of about 3

million) is probably also on the same plateau. Reynolds numbers beyond

320,000 are not possible with this wind tunnel and model combination. The

assumption will be made that the full scale PWMD is also on this plateau

and therefore the results are representative of full scale. If anything, it is

expected that the results at these low Reynolds numbers will be conservative,

because the stall angle (the yaw angle where total separation occurs on the

leeward side) is still increasing, as shown in Figure 4-5, at our maximum

Reynolds number. This implies that lower drag coefficients and hence better

performance at yaw will occur at higher Reynolds numbers.
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A test was made to ensure that premature laminar separation due to

the low test Reynolds number was not occurring over the front sides of the

model at yaw. If laminar separation was occurring, this would cause the

model to stall at lower yaw angles than the full scale case. Trip strips were

attached to the model as shown in Figure 4-6 to force transition to a

turbulent boundary layer. When the data was compared to previous data

taken without the trip strips, no significant differences were found. It was

assumed that the boundary layer makes a transition early on the model, and

no laminar separation takes place.

r2
- lmm WIDE

I
O.15mm THICK

TRIP STRIPS

Figure 4-6:

LAR1_1_2CRT CONFIGURATION
Placement of Trip Strip for Boundary Layer Test
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4.4. Example Yaw Curves and Basic Flow Patterns

The force and flow characteristics for a typical model configuration will

be analysed, since the general behaviour is representative of the rest of the

data set for the aspect ratio, truncation, ground clearance and corner

rounding tests. The entire set of over 40 tests is much too large to present

meaningfully within the body of the thesis and instead is given in Appendix
C. Typical drag and side force coefficient plots are shown in Figures 4-7 and

4-8 for the LARl_l_ 2 configuration (height=98 mrn, no truncation, aspect

ratio=0.319), which is representative of most of the other configurations of

this model. A surface flow visualisation study, part of which is shown for

the leeward side of the model in Figure 4-9, was carried out on the same

configuration at many different yaw angles to identify the flow structures

associated with the force phenomena encountered.

4.4.1. Behaviour of the Drag and Side Force Plots

The shapes of the drag and side force plots are quite different than

that found for conventional automobiles. For these wind assisted shapes, the

drag is at a maximum at zero degrees yaw and then decreases with

increasing yaw and actually becomes negative at a relatively low yaw angle.
The drag coefficient for the typical configuration shown passes the zero drag

point at 24 degrees yaw and reaches a minimum of -0.78 at 50 degrees yaw.

For conventional vehicles, as shown III Figure 3-5 in Chapter 3, the drag
increases from a minimum value at zero degrees yaw to a maximum value at

a relatively high yaw angle, typically about 50°, then finally starts to

decrease. This is the important distinction between conventional vehicles and

the shapes considered here. For present shapes the drag drops quickly with

yaw from a maximum value at zero degrees. A vehicle travelling in normal

wind conditions usually operates within the yaw region between zero and
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Figure 4-7: Example Drag Plot - LARI 1 2 Model
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(a) 0 Degrees Yaw (b) 20 Degrees Yaw c;
......

Figure 4-0: Example Flow Visualisation - LAn 1 1 2 :"lod('1
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about 25 degrees, so conventional vehicles rarely experrence reduced drag at

yaw.

A stall point is then reached at a yaw angle where complete and

sudden separation takes place on the leeward side of the model, similar to

the stall of an airplane wing. At this point large discontinuities occur in the

drag and side force plots. The drag jumps from a large negative value to a

large positive value. The side force makes a lesser jump to smaller

magnitude.

Another major feature of the plots is the hysteresis region where the

forces on the model are dependent upon the history of the yaw angle.

Testing was done from _5° yaw to 90° yaw and then back to 0° yaw to

display this phenomenon.

After the stall point, the drag IS quite high and not very yaw

dependent. The side forces are of smaller magnitude.

4.4.2. Flow Field Observations

The flow visualisation photos may be studied in conjunction with the

force plots to correlate flow patterns on the model with the forces measured

for each region or event found in the force plots. The region of drag

reduction, the stall point, post-stall region and hysteresis region will be

discussed.

4.4.3. Drag Reduction Region Flow

The drag reduction region (0 to approximately 50 degrees and photos

(a) (b) and (c) in Figure 4-9) IS characterised by predominantly attached

flow on the leeward side of the model and coherent, well defined edge
vortices in the wake. There IS one vortex forming from each top edge of the

model at yaw. The leeward edge vortex is evidenced in the surface flow

visualisation of the model by the upward pointing tufts that are caught in
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the vortex just below the leeward top edge. The windward vortex IS

evidenced by the tufts on the top of the model that are influenced by the

vortex and pointing almost upstream. The two vortices are much more

obvious when they were studied with a tuft wand in the far flow field.

The other major characteristic of the surface flow in this region IS the

wedge shaped area at the rear of the model where the flow over the surface

is pointing upward at about 45 degrees. This may be due to either the effect

of the top leeward vortex extending down to the lower region of the model

as it develops along the length of the model, or it may also be caused by a

new vortex forming at the ground-model junction. In either case, this vortex

appears to keep the flow over the leeward side of the model attached to the

surface for such an abnormally large yaw angle. The high velocity vortex

sweeping over the surface seems to energise the boundary layer and keep the

flow attached over the leeward tail of the model.

These vortices seem to be the dominant structure in the flow field. The

vortices are related to the force behaviour in that when the vortices

disappear at the stall point, as described in the next paragraph, so does the

negative drag effect. This relation is reasonable since the vortices are driven

by the pressure differential between the leeward and windward sides, which

also causes the forces imparted to the model. When the pressure

distribution over the model changes at stall, and the negative drag effect is

lost, the pressure differential driving the vortices also disappears.

4.4.4. Stall Point

At the stall point (approximately 51 degrees) the flow instantaneously

separates over the entire leeward side of the model. The edge vortices are no

longer apparent on the surface or in the far field flow. This separation
causes the large discontinuities found in the drag and side force plots.
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4.4.5. Post-Stall Region Flow

In this region (from 51 to 90 degrees and Photo (d) in Figure 4-9), the

flow seems to have no definite structure such as that found in the drag

reduction region. The model is a bluff body, with a large wake region. The

negative drag effect is not present, and the forces are much less yaw

dependent than in the drag reduction region.

4.4.6. Hysteresis Region Flow

In the hysteresis region (40 to 50 degrees) the flow and force

characteristics are dependent upon the preVIOUS path of the model in yaw.

The Hysteresis region is typical of low Reynolds number airfoil behaviour as

demonstrated by Marchman [28]. This phenomena is expected to disappear
at higher Reynolds numbers III the full scale case. For all of the remaining

analysis, the outward-going leg of the plots (ie. from 0 to 90 degrees) was

used for calculation of the wind mean drag.

4.5. Shifting of the Total Force Vector With Stall

It is beneficial to compare the total force vector, made up of the drag
and side force components, before and after stall. If two yaw angles of

equal side force are studied, one before stall and one just after stall, it can

be seen from the summary in Table 4-1, that the drag coefficient for the

unstalled case is negative, while the drag for the stalled case is positive.
This demonstrates that it is not necessary to increase the side force to

obtain wind assistance. One need only to shift the total force vector forward,

as seen in Figure 4-10. The stalled case is representative of a conventional

vehicle, which at low yaw angles exhibits a stalled behaviour that causes the

total force vector to swing rearward and hence cause an increase in drag.

The unstalled case is representative of a wind assisted vehicle, where the

total force vector swings forward at small yaw angles, leading to the

observed negative drag.
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STALL EFFECTS ON DRAG

Condition Yaw (Deg) Cd Cs
Unstalled 31 -0.202 -2.45

Stalled 52 +0.278 -2.43

Table 4-1: Drag Comparisons for Stalled and Unstalled cases

LARl_2_2 CONFIGURATION

NOTE: Changes in

center of pressure
location are not

included. UNSTAllED

TOTAL
FORCE

- - - - - - - - Cd � -.202

�g�� -z--------STAllED

Cd � +.278

Figure 4-10: Total Force Vector for LAR1 1 2 Model

4.6. Force Study Comparison Parameters

Comparison between different model configurations usmg the actual

drag or side force plots is very difficult and qualitative. For comparison

purposes, some standard derived values must be adopted. The parameters

can be many different calculated values, depending on what one wishes to
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study about the performance of the physical model. Since the models in this

study are to be used eventually for the design of road vehicles. some aspects

of performance that are important are given below:

PWMD

The Probabilistic Wind Mean Drag IS the drag (or propulsion) averaged
over the lifetime of the vehicle. This IS the most important value for

comparison since this parameter is indicative of the long term average energy

used by the vehicle. The PWMD for various vehicle speeds may be

calculated as described in Chapter 3. Comparisons will be made based on an

average highway vehicle speed of 24 ta]«, or 86.4 km/h. All calculations are

carried out using a windspeed probability density function for Canada,

corrected to 1.5 m height.

Normalised PWMD

It is informative to normalise the PWMD to the drag encountered at

zero degrees yaw, isolating the effect of the yaw behaviour. Thus, several

shapes may be compared on the merits of their yaw behaviour alone,

regardless of the zero yaw drag.

Zero Yaw Drag Coefficient

The Zero Yaw Drag is the drag encountered with no wind effects.

This is the simplest value for comparison between models. This is generally
not very representative for a windy environment, but it is often quoted by

vehicle manufacturers, since it is simpler, and possibly because present

vehicles suffer increased drag with yaw.

PWMS

The Probabilistic Wind Mean Side force is the average amount of side

force produced during the lifetime of the vehicle as it travels in a windy
environment. The wind average side force can be calculated similarly to the

wind average drag force as stated above. This is a useful indicator to

compare the average side force generated by various configurations. The

average side force does not increase the energy usage of a vehicle, other than

a small penalty due to increased rolling resistance.
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Each of these dependent, derived values will now be studied and

explained with respect to the various independent variables such as aspect

ratio and truncation, corner rounding and ground clearance for the LAR1

model.

4.7. Effect of Aspect Ratio and Truncation

To study the effects of aspect ratio and truncation a force study was

carried out on 21 physical model configurations. Each model configuration
was tested with data logged at approximately 120 yaw angles, from _5° to

90° in one degree increments and from 90° back to 0° in increments of 3

degrees. Six force components were measured at each yaw angle. This data

was used to calculate about 700 coefficients per configuration, yielding

approximately 14,000 coefficient values for the entire study. Because of the

automated data acquisition system, described in Chapter 2, this data was

collected in three days of testing.

Considering the amount of data generated, it is most informative to

study the range of drag performance for the limits of truncation and aspect

ratio tested. In Figure 4-11, the drag plots for the minimum and maximum

aspect ratio tested with a median truncation of 20% are plotted side by side

to give an indication of the range of drag behaviour. The variation in aspect

ratio causes a marked effect on the yaw behaviour of the models. The shapes
of the yaw curves are quite different for the upper and lower limit of aspect

ratio. Similarly, Figure 4-12 shows the range of drag behaviour for the

limits of truncations tested at a median aspect ratio. The truncation causes

only a relatively minor shift in the curve, retaining similar yaw performances

for all truncations.

It is useful to compare the performance of each configuration on the

basis of the Cdo' PWMD, and normalised PWMD.
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The plot of zero yaw drag coefficient versus aspect ratio for varIOUS

truncations is shown in Figure 4-13. The first trend to be noted is the

increase in drag coefficient with increased truncation. This is explained by
the fact that when the truncation is increased, pressure recovery is not

achieved for the rear of the model resulting in higher drag,

The effect of a-spect ratio IS particularly interesting, For 20% and O�

truncation, the drag decreases with increased aspect ratio as one would

expect, due to the decreasing relative contribution of tip losses to the total

drag. But for 40% truncation, the effect is reversed. This is believed to be

a result of a trapped vortex, shown sketched III Figure 4-14, with a

transverse horizontal axis located behind the truncated model. This reduces

the drag at low aspect ratios. However, the vortex may be lost at higher

aspect ratios leading to the higher drag that is observed.

The effect of aspect ratio and truncation on the PWMD can be seen in

Figure 4-15. Generally, the Probabilistic Wind Mean Drag decreases with

both increasing aspect ratio and decreasing truncation. Both of these effects

are as expected. In the first case, as the aspect ratio increases the relative

share of the drag caused by tip effects decreases. In the second case, the

PWMD increases with increased truncation, because the pressure recovery is

hampered by the truncation. In addition, the model looses some side area

that may help reduce the drag at yaw.

Another way of analysing this data IS to consider the rate of decrease

of PWMD with increasing aspect ratio for each truncation. From Figure

4-15, it can be seen that the decrease in PWMD with increased aspect ratio

is approximately linear and hence a slope may be estimated for each curve.

The rate of decrease in PWMD with aspect ratio can be plotted for each

truncation as shown in Figure 4-16. One can see that the rate of decrease
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Figure 4-14: Sketch of the Trapped Vortex at Low Aspect Ratios
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III PW�lD with aspect ratio is greater for a full airfoil than a truncated one.

Therefore, it is more beneficial to extend the aspect ratio of a full airfoil

rather than a truncated foil.

The general trend for the normalised Probabilistic Wind Mean Drag, as

seen in Figure 4-17 is similar to that found for the PWMD, ie. an increased

normalised PWMD with decreasing aspect ratio and increasing truncation.

One difference that IS worth mentioning is the absence of the increased drag
of the 40% truncated configuration at higher aspect ratios. This increase in

Cdo and PWMD was attributed to the loss of a trapped vortex behind the

severely truncated shape at higher aspect ratios. The 'hump' occurs for

higher aspect ratios at 40% truncation in both the Cdo and the PWMD

curves, but not for the normalised PWMD curve. Since the normalised

PWMD is indicative of the yaw effects only, one may conclude that this

vortex, either trapped or lost, has no effect on the drag at yaw. Probably
the trapped vortex is lost as soon as any yaw is encountered.

To summarise the discussion, some general conclusions can be drawn

from this force study of different aspect ratio and truncation configurations
of an airfoil shaped model close to the ground:

1. There IS a general drop in wind assistance performance with

decreased aspect ratio.

2. There is a decrease III wind assistance performance with increased

truncation.

3. Even at the lowest aspect ratio and most severe truncation, the

drag reduction at low yaw angles IS still exhibited.
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4. The drag reduction seems to be more dependent on the flow

around the front section of the body, rather than the tail, which

can be truncated without the complete loss of all beneficial wind

assistance effects.

5. The major structures of the flow field are vortices forming from

the edges of the model at yaw. The presence of these vortices IS

tied directly to the negative drag effect measured with the force

balance. When the vortices are present, so is the negative drag.
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4.8. Effect of Corner Rounding

A study was performed using flow visualisation and the force balance

to determine the effect of top edge corner rounding on a sample LARI

model (LARl_ * _2 configurations) with a constant body depth of 98 mm.

4.8.1. Model Configuration and Reynolds Effects

The top edges of the model only were shaped to a circular radius of 15

mm corresponding to a non-dimensional radius (radius/body height) of 0.153

as seen in Figure 4-18. The aim of the radius was to ensure attached flow

over the top edges of the model even at the severe case of 90 degrees yaw.

Extra care was taken during the corner rounding study because flow

separation around a radius (similar to the flow around a cylinder) IS very

Reynolds number dependent [25]. At lower Reynolds numbers a laminar

separation can occur on the radius that will not take place at higher

Reynolds number on the full scale vehicle. To force a transition to a

turbulent boundary layer, trip strips composed of several strips of narrow

tape were applied to the model just before and during the radius as shown

in Figure 4-19. These trips were tailored to ensure that attached flow

occurred around the radius without any sign of a laminar separation.
Without the strips, laminar separation was observed with tufts on the top

surface of the model at all tunnel speeds. With the trips in place the

transition between laminar separation and turbulent attachment was observed

at a Reynolds number of 190,000. Testing was done at a Reynolds number

of 250.000 to ensure that the results were representative of the full scale

case.
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Figure 4-18: LARI Corner Rounding Model Cross Section

MODEL CROSS-SECTION

Figure 4-19: Trip Strip Configuration for Corner Rounding Study
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This non-dimensional model radius of 0.153 could be replaced with a

non-dimensional radius of 0.063 on the full scale vehicle and still achieve

attached flow over the radius, according to Cooper [25]. The only reason

that both the larger radius and the trip strips were used on the model was

to b ttempt to model a flow behaviour desired in the full scale case. Because

of the low Reynolds number of the test, both the flow trips and the larger
radius were needed to achieve attached flow over the radius. For the full

scale vehicle, a much smaller radius will be sufficient to achieve attached

flow over the radius.

The effect of the trip strips on the surface flow is shown III Figure
4-20. For the untripped case as shown in photo (a), the flow is separated
over the top of the model. With the trips in place the flow remains

attached to the top surface as shown in photo (b). Therefore, all testing
was carried out with these trips in place.

The surface flow around the model is shown in Figure 4-21 for various

yaw angles. When compared to the same views of the square edged model

given in Figure 4-9, the only difference in the flow seems to be the attached

flow over the top of the modeL The flowfield around the sides of the

model, in form at least, is the same as with square edges.

A force study was carried out on the model at three truncations (0%,
20%, 40%) for comparisons to the data taken for the same square edged

configurations. A representative drag coefficient versus yaw curve is shown in

Figure 4-22 for the 20% truncated case for both the square and round edge

cases. Complete data for the other configurations and force components can

be found in Appendix C.
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(a) \lVithout Trip Strips

(b) With Trip Strips

90 Degrees Yaw - Windward Side

Flow Left to Right

Figure 4-20: Effect of Trips on the LARI Corner Rounding Model

Surface Flow Visualisation



(a) 0 Degrees Yaw (b) 20 Degrees Yaw

(c) 46 Degrees Yaw (d) 52 Degrees Yaw

Figure 4-21: LAnl Corner Rounding Model Sllrfare Visua lisat.iou
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LARl�1�2 - SQUARE AND WITH 15mm TOP RADIUS

� Square
6. Rounded

o. 10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90.

YAW ANGLE (DEGREES)

Figure 4-22: Example Drag vs Yaw Data for

Square and Rounded Top Edges

The obvious feature of this comparison is the reduction in zero yaw

drag due to the corner radius but an increase in drag at higher yaw angles.

This was also observed during the aerodynamic design of Supermileage

vehicles and the Nexus vehicle. In these vehicle designs, a compromise was

reached between minimising zero yaw drag and maximising drag reduction at

yaw. This was most often done on the Supermileage vehicles by rounding
the front top corners of the vehicle but leaving the rear top edges square.

Due to the number of variables involved in carrying out a comprehensive

study of partial rounding, these effects will not be studied here. However, the

idea warrants further research and design.

The effect of corner rounding on the various parameters as described m

section 4.5 are summarised in Table 4-1.
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EFFECT OF TOP CORKER ROU�DING

VALCE I SQCARE I ROUNDED

0% truncation

Cdo 0.192 0.135

PWMD 0.175 0.121

PWMS 0.514 0.373

PWMDjCdo 0.909 0.896

20% truncation

Cdo 0.256 0.190

PWMD 0.238 0.180

PWMS 0.561 0.376

PWMDjCdo 0.928 0.947

40% truncation

Cdo 0.294 0.239

PWMD 0.275 0.234

PWMS 0.551 0.440

PWMDjCdo 0.936 0.979

Table 4-2: Effect of Top Corner Rounding on Various Force Values

The zero yaw drag coefficient decreases with corner rounding at all

truncations, due to the smaller wake left by the attached flow around the

radius. Even at 900 yaw, the flow was still attached over the top of the

model.

The PWMD is also less for the rounded case, mainly due to the

decrease in the zero degree drag coefficient with corner rounding. The PWMS
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decreases with comer rounding for the same reasons as stated for the zero

yaw drag case, ie. the attached flow over the leading and side edges causes a

smaller wake and hence a lower side force.

If the corner rounding improves the zero yaw drag at the expense of

good yaw characteristics, then the normalised average drag (PWMDjCdo)
should be higher for the corner rounded cases. As can be seen in Table 4-1,

this is the case for all configurations except the zero truncated shape.

Some summary conclusions can be drawn from this discussion:

1. A lower Cdo value is obtained by rounding the top edge, at the

expense of increasing the Cd value at yaw.

2. The wind mean drag is approximately 20% lower for the comer

rounded model compared to the square model.

3. The side force IS generally decreased with a rounded top edge.

4.9. Effect of Ground Clear-ance

The preceding two studies were carried out at zero ground clearance.

The effect of increased ground clearance was required to ensure that no

drastic loss of wind assistance effect occurred when the model was raised to

ground clearances typical of automobiles. The effect on wind assistance

performance was studied by carrying outflow visualisation and force studies

for four different ground clearances. Only one model body depth of 98 mm

was tested over 3 truncations (LAR1_ t _ 2 configurations). The complete
data set for all the configurations is given in Appendix C.

A non-dimensional Ground Clearance Ratio (GCR) was defined as:
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GCR
measured ground clearance - b

*

model body depth (4-1)

The ground plate displacement thickness, b: IS subtracted from the

ground clearance so that a clearance of 2 mm IS represented by a zero GCR.

Ground Clearance Ratios were tested from 0 to 0.20. Typical ground

clearances for automobiles and transport trucks range from 0.1 to 0.17.

The stationary, raised ground board ground simulation used In this

study is not the most representative simulation of the real case. In the

actual situation of a vehicle travelling over the road, the air does not move

with respect to the ground, so no ground boundary layer exists right next to

the road. However, in the wind tunnel, a boundary layer forms on the

stationary ground board. Because this was the only equipment available for

use, the study was carried out with the reservation that the results may not

be representative at intermediate ground clearances where the flow under the

model may be affected by the ground board boundary layer. A t zero

clearance or high ground clearance ratios of approximately 0.20, the

boundary layer has much less effect on the underbody flow and the results

are more representative.

The effect of the ground clearance on the flow patterns over the ground
and the model at yaw is shown in Figure 4-23 for the LAR1 2 2 model

with no truncation. Looking at the three photos, some effects can be noted:

• The underbody flow increases with clearance, as seen from the

tufts on the ground moving away from the model at higher

clearances .

• The flow over the ground for the GCR of 0.08 is quite turbulent,

as opposed to that found for the highest ground clearance. This



[a] 0.0 Ground Clearance Ratio [b] 0.08 Ground n('cHJnCe Ratio

40 Degrees Yaw

(Xl
m

(c) 0.20 Ground Clearance Ratio

Figure 4-23: Effect of GrouIld Height 011 �llrf(l("{' Flow P att l'flI�
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could be due to the lack of a clear. smooth layer of air next to

the ground as the flow IS channelled through the clearance.

Eddies caused by separation at the lower square edges of the

model have a chance to impinge on the ground at the lower

ground clearance, while at higher clearances the turbulent air IS

clear of the ground .

• The vortex forming at the rear, lower side appears stronger for

lower ground clearances. This IS evidenced by the tufts pointing

more upward at the rear of the model at zero clearance, as

opposed to pointing more rearward at higher ground clearances.

These effects seem to predict a decrease in pressure differential between

the leeward and windward sides of the model at higher ground clearance,
therefore causing a weaker pressure-driven vortex. This would indicate a

decrease in side force on the model. This agrees with the measurements

obtained with the force balance as presented below.

The effect of ground clearance on the PWMD and the PWMS IS

presented in Figure 4-24.

From Figure 4-24 (a), an increase m PWMD with increased ground
clearance is observed. The increase is not drastic, demonstrating that the

model still performs well in terms of wind assistance at increased ground

clearance.

The effect of ground clearance on PWMS, as shown in Figure 4-24 (b),
IS generally close to what was expected when the flow visualisation was
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analysed. The average side force decreases at increased clearance due to the

reduction of side pressure differential, and therefore edge vortex strength as

suggested in the flow visualisation analysis.

The conclusions that can be drawn with respect to the effect of ground

clearance on wind assistance performance are therefore:

1. Increased ground clearance has an effect on performance for the

LAR! model. Although the difference in PWMD between 0 GCR

and 0.20 GCR is approximately 24%, the wind assistance effect is

still present and the results for the zero clearance case can be

generalised to other ground clearances.

2. There IS a general decrease in side force with increased clearance,

which IS beneficial for use in road vehicle design.

4.10. Summary

Some aerodynamic characteristics for potentially wind assisted vehicle

shapes have been established. The general flow patterns around such shapes

were studied using ultra-violet surface flow visualisation, and the forces

measured were related to the flow structures observed. The effects of

truncation, aspect ratio, corner rounding and ground clearance on the

measured forces and observed flowfield were studied.

The preceding study was carried out on a model with a single, rather

arbitrarily chosen, plan view shape. The effect of different plan view shaped
models should be studied to ascertain whether the plan view shape is critical

to the design of wind assisted vehicles. This will determine if the plan view

shape tested in this chapter is an anomaly or representative of airfoil shapes
in general.
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Chapter 5

NACA Low Aspect Ratio Model

5.1. Introduction

The aerodynamic behaviour of a low aspect ratio, airfoil shaped model

was studied in the preceding chapter. Useful information was gathered about

that particular model with its Woortman-based plan view shape, but it is

not known if the information acquired is representative of any other models

with different plan view shapes.

In this chapter a model very similar to the LARI model, but with a

different plan VIew design, was tested to determine the sensitivity of

variations to the plan view shape on the wind assistance performance. An

NACA 0030 symmetrical airfoil section was used because it is a standard,

recognised airfoil profile, and there is a substantial difference in the profile

shape compared to the LARI model. This difference in profile should

highlight the effect of plan view shape. Since a simple comparison was to

be made between the LARI model and the present one, termed LAR2, the

model was not tested as extensively as the LARI model. Only a single
model height of 98 mm was built and force-tested in the wind tunnel at

three truncations. This provided enough information to make a meaningful

comparison between the two plan view shapes. No flow visualisation or

detailed geometric studies were done on the model.
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5.2. Model Description

The model was a low aspect ratio, vertical, symmetrical airfoil very

similar to the LAR1 model. The only difference was the model plan shape,
which for the LAR2 model was an NACA 0030 airfoil [29] as shown in

Figure 5-1. The model body depth was fixed at 98 mm with a full foil

length of 307 mm. These dimensions correspond exactly with the

LAR1 2 2 model configuration so that direct comparisons can be made

between the two models. The model was tested at three truncations; 0%,

20%, and 40% of the chord. An overview of the model is shown in Figure
5-2

The major differences in the plan shape of this model compared to the

LAR1 model are:

• The point of maximum thickness is much further forward for the

LAR2 model. (30% from the leading edge for LAR2 as opposed to

about 45% for the LAR1 model) .

• The tail of the LAR2 model is slightly convex, while the LAR1

model was noticeably concave. This concave shape for the LAR1

model produced a region of quite sharp curvature at an area

about 60% from the leading edge.

All tests were carried out with a ground clearance of 2 mrn,

approximating the zero clearance case. The corners, top and bottom, were

left square so that a direct comparison with the LAR1 1 2 model could be

made.
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Figure 5-1: LAR2 Model Plan Shape and
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Figure 5-2: LAR2 Model Showing the Three Truncations
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5.3. Force Study Results and Discussion

The model was tested over 3 truncations, 0%, 20% and 40%. Each

test was carried out for approximately 120 yaw angles from _5° to 90° yaw

and then back to 0°, similar to the LAR1 model.

An example Drag vs Yaw plot for the LAR2 1 2, 20% truncated

model is compared to the corresponding LAR1 model in Figure 5-3. The

complete data set can be found in appendix D. The most remarkable feature

of this comparison is the very similar drag behaviour between the models,

despite the substantial difference in their plan shape. A discussion of the

comparison of the drag plots follows.

The drag at small yaw angles is lower for the LAR2 model than

LARl. This may be attributed to reduced flow separation at small yaw

angles for the tail of the LAR2 model. As seen in the flow visualisation for

the LAR1 model, Figure 4-9, there was a region of separated flow over the

rear 35% of the model even at zero degrees yaw, due to the abrupt
curvature exhibited in the plan view profile approximately 60% from the

nose. This flow separation causes increased drag. For the LAR2 model, the

tail curvature is more favourable for continued flow attachment. Although no

flow visualisation was done, it is assumed that since the NACA section was

originally designed for use as a rmrumum drag, streamlined fairing, that no

flow separation would occur. The wake region would then be smaller and

the drag less.

The LAR2 model exhibits higher drag at larger yaw angles than the

the LAR1 model. The reason for this is not obvious. From the pressure

distribution study done in Chapter 6, it was shown that the reduction in

drag at yaw was due to a negative pressure acting on the nose of the model

and hence causing a propulsion force due to the forward facing orientation of

the nose area. There are two factors that affect the amount of drag
reduction produced. The first is the magnitude of the negative pressure
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around the nose, and the second IS the geometry of the nose which

determines how much of this negative pressure generates forces in the

forward direction. These two factors are coupled, since a change in nose

geometry that changes the negative pressure distribution also affects the

amount that this negative pressure will contribute to a propulsion force.

Therefore the explanation of the difference in drag at yaw for these two

models is not straightforward. More research will have to be done to

determine the complex influences of nose shape.

The LAR2 model has a higher stall angle, about 58° compared to

about 50° for the LARI model. This may be due to the relatively large
nose radius of the LAR2 model helping to keep the flow attached around the

nose at high yaw angles.
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Various measured and calculated parameters such as the Cdo' PWMD,

and the normalised PWMD can be compared between the two models for the

three truncations.

As seen in Figure 5-4 (a), the zero yaw drag of the LAR2 model is

lower than that of the LAR! model at all truncations. This is probably

due, at least for the 0% truncation, to the reduced rear flow separation area

of the LAR2 model as described above.

The PWMD, as seen in Figure 5-4 (b), is also lower for the LAR2

model at all truncations. This is mainly due to the reduced zero yaw drag
coefficient for the LAR2 model.

The normalised wind mean drag coefficient plot for the two models is

shown in Figure 5-4 (c). The normalised drag is lower for the LAR2 model

at small truncations and the converse is true for larger truncations. This

indicates that for larger truncations the LAR! model performs better than

LAR2, in terms of yaw behaviour. Since practical road vehicles shapes would

tend to adopt larger truncations, the behaviour of the model at larger
truncations is more important than the performance of full section foils.

Therefore in terms of yaw behaviour alone, the LAR! model would be better

for the design of road vehicles.

5.4. Summary

The most important fact found III this study is that the two models,

despite the difference III profile shape, exhibited very similar drag
characteristics at yaw. The differences between the two models that do exist

are differences in degree, rather than a major shift in general behaviour.

Therefore, the effect of changing the plan shape of the models IS one of

optimisation, and probably most airfoil shaped models will exhibit similar

wind assisted behaviour.
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The specific differences observed In behaviour for the two models is

that the LAR2 model performs better at low yaw angles, while the LARI

model performs better at higher yaw angles.

Additional research must be conducted to establish the threshold of

front edge contouring for which a reduction of drag occurs at small yaw

angles. One suspects that a limiting front edge geometry exists where the

body begins to exhibit negative drag at low yaw angles.

In this chapter, the effect of the plan shape of the model on the yaw

behaviour was investigated. However, the phenomenon causing the measured

effects is not obvious from the force test results. To understand the reasons

behind the effect of plan shape, one must understand the phenomenon that

causes the reduced drag at yaw. In the next chapter, a pressure distribution

study was carried out to attempt to explain the source of wind assistance.
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Chapter 6

Pressure Distribution of a

Low Aspect Ratio Airfoil Model

6.1. Introduction

The drag reduction at yaw for low aspect ratio vehicle shaped models

was investigated in the preceding chapters. These studies investigated the

effect of different shapes on the wind assistance performance, but did not

answer the question of where the negative drag was originating from or what

flow feature caused the observed drag reduction. To help answer these

questions, a static pressure distribution study was carried out for a typical
model studied III the preceding chapters, specifically the LARI 2 2

Woortman section model. Since the static pressures are related to the forces

on the model, the region that causes the negative drag effect should be

evident from the pressure distribution. Since the flow over the model has

been documented by surface flow visualisation, the flow structure that causes

the negative drag can then be identified.

When the pressure distribution is known, the drag and side forces can

be estimated by integrating the pressure over the surface of the model. The

integrations can be compared to the drag and side forces measured with the

force balance.

The model used in this study was the same configuration (LARl_ 2
_

2,

98 rnm height and 307 rnm length, no truncation) that was extensively

tested previously for geometry effects and surface flow visualisation. A large

base of data already existed for this configuration to support the present

tests.
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In this chapter, the model and instrumentation will be outlined and the

surface pressure data presented and explained. A surface pressure integration

will be carried out to compare with the force balance measurements and to

demonstrate the origin of the negative drag effect.

6.2. Pressure Tap Model Description and Instrumentation

The model was the modified Woortman section described in Chapter 4.

The exact configuration was LARl_2_2, with a body depth of 98 mm and

a length of 307 mm as shown in Figure 6-1. The top and bottom edges
were left square and the model was tested at 2 mID ground clearance to

simulate the zero clearance case.

A single horizontal row of 20 equally spaced static pressure taps was

installed along the centerline of the model from the leading to trailing edge
as shown in Figure 6-1. The taps were 1 mm in diameter and flush with

the surface of the model. Pressure lines exited through the bottom of the

model and were connected to a 24 channel scanivalve, as shown in Figure
6-2. The pressure reading of the taps was referenced to a set of static taps

mounted in the test section walls upstream of the model. This static

reference represents the ambient static pressure in the test section. The

differential pressure was measured with a Datametrics 640 transducer (10 in

H20 full scale range) along with the velocity, temperature and absolute

pressure. Data was acquired using the VAX 3600 computer. From this

information, a pressure coefficient was calculated, defined as [17]:

p.s p
8

(6-1)
1/2pv'2

A FORTRAN program called STAT.FOR was written to sample,

calculate and store the pressure coefficients; it is shown in Appendix E.
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The model was tested at four different yaw aIlgle� from zero degrees to

past stall. with 40 pressure reading", per yaw angle. This was sufficient data

to gain a good understanding of the pressure distributions around the model

and to carry out reasonably accurate pressure integrations in order to infer

the forces on the model.

Figure 6-2: LARI 2 2 Pressure Tap Model Setup

6.3. Surface Pressure Plots

Surface pressure plots are useful to gam an insight into the source of

the wind assistance at yaw. These plots, shown in Figure 6-3, display the

pressure coefficient around the model similar to a polar plot. with the outline

of the model as a base for the pressure vectors. These vectors represent the

magnitude of the pressure acting perpendicular to the surface. The arrow

indicates the sign of the pressure, outward for a negative pressure and
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inward for positive pressure. These plots were prepared for four different yaw

angles; 0°, 15°, 40° and 55° yaw.

At zero degrees yaw, Figure 6-3 (a), a high pressure region exists at

the nose of the model in the vicinity of the stagnation point. The pressure

decreases around the sides of the model, due to the flow accelerating to a

higher velocity as it moves around the model sides. At the tail section of

the model, there IS an abrupt increase in pressure, probably caused by

separation of the flow over the rather sharp corner on the LARI model

profile. This separation was also observed in the flow visualisation study
done on the LARI model, as seen in Figure 4-9.

At 15 degrees of yaw, Figure 6-3 (b), the wind assistance effect is

beginning to become evident. The pressure at the nose of the model IS still

positive, but there is a rather large area of negative pressure just to the

leeward side of the nose. This pressure acting on a forward facing surface

contributes to the propulsion effect. At this yaw angle, the effect is small, so

the drag coefficient is, however, still positive.

At the 40 degree yaw angle, Figure 6-3 (c), the effect of yaw on the

surface pressure is very pronounced. There is a very large negative pressure

acting over a large part of the forward facing area on the leeward side of

the model. This phenomenon is the dominant cause of the negative drag
observed at this yaw angle. The region of negative pressure IS caused by

high velocity, attached flow leading to a negative static pressure value over

the nose of the model.

At 55 degrees yaw, Figure 6-3 (d), the flow around the body has
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Figure 6-3, Continued
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Figure 6-3, Continued
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Figure 6-3, Continued
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stalled and the model exhibits a positive drag coefficient. The most

important feature of this plot is the absence of the large negative pressure

regron on the nose of the model. Since the flow has separated from the

nose of the model, the flow has a lower velocity, and hence, generates a

higher pressure on the model surface. This separation was also observed in

the preceding flow visualisation photos, Figure 4-9.

From these observations at different yaw angles, the region of the

model subjected to drag reducing negative pressure, as well as the flow

structure causing the negative pressure can be identified. From the pressure

plot at 40 degrees yaw, it can be concluded that the propulsion is due to

the low pressure region on the leeward front side of the model. From the

flow visualisation done in Chapter 4, the major flow feature over this region
a high velocity, attached flow. This is the flow phenomenon that causes the

negative drag.

6.4. Force Integration

If the pressure distribution IS known, the drag and side force acting on

a model can be estimated by integrating the pressure induced forces around

the body. This pressure integration method is very common for determining
the lift of two dimensional airfoil sections. The analysis only accounts for

pressure effects of the flow; the viscous shear forces acting on the model are

not included. For bluff bodies, considering the pressure forces is sufficient,

since the shear effects are quite small for this type of flow, about 5% [19].
The model In this study is not exactly a bluff body since it exhibits a fairly

large area of attached flow. Therefore, some error in the results for the

calculated drag forces is to be expected. The side forces are affected very

little by viscous shear SInce the shear component in the side force is quite
small for these models.

For calculation purposes, the model was divided into a series of panels,
each surrounding a pressure tap. The measured static pressure is assumed to
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represent an average for each panel. This approximation probably accounts

for most of the disagreement between these and the force balance results

smce the flow is actually quite complex and therefore difficult to represent

by a limited number of centerline pressure taps, and hence large panel areas.

The angle of each panel was measured and tabulated in Figure 6-1. A

FORTRAN program called INT.FOR, included in Appendix E, was written

to calculate the net side force and drag force for each yaw angle.

The equations used to calculate the side and drag force are as follows:

(6-1)

and

(6-2)

The forces were summed over 39 pressure taps, 20 on the leeward side

of the model and 19 on the windward, so as not to count the contribution

of tap number 1 twice.

The summed forces were then used to calculate coefficients for each

component. The results are compared to those obtained from the force

balance in Table 6-1.

Yaw I Cd Pressure I Cd Force I Cs Pressure I Cs Force

0° 0.232 0.192 0 0

15° 0.043 0.102 1.22 1.16

40° -0.765 -0.546 4.18 4.05

55° 0.136 0.099 3.61 3.32

Table 6-1: Pressure Integration and Force Balance
Result Comparisons
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The pressure integration method estimated the side force quite well,

with a maximum difference of only 9% from the force balance measurements.

The integrated drag force is not estimated as closely. However, the important

aspect to note is that the drag calculated by the pressure integration

teclinique does become negative at yaw, as predicted by the force balance.

This demonstrates, once again, that this negative drag, or propulsion force

does indeed exist.

Another way of viewing this data is illustrated in Figure 6-4. In this

plot, the individual contributions to the drag force for each panel, both

windward and leeward, are displayed for a yaw angle of 40 degrees. This is

accomplished by plotting the drag axis component of the pressure force on

each panel. From Figure 6-4, it is evident that the propulsion (or negative

drag) effect comes from the leeward front 30% of the model. The rear 45%

of the model has very little effect on the drag.
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6.5. Surnrnary

From the preceding discussion the following conclusions concerning the

pressure distributions may be made:

1. The propulsion effect at yaw IS caused by the negative pressure

region on the leeward front side of the model. The negative

pressure IS caused by high velocity, attached flow over the nose.

The negative pressure on the forward sloping surface creates a

propulsion force that is greater than the drag on the rest of the

vehicle.

2. The pressure integration technique estimates the side force well

(within 9%) for bodies even as complex as those studied. The

drag force is not as closely approximated by this method due to

the omission of viscous shear forces and the limited pressure taps

employed.

It IS apparent that careful design of the leading edge of a wind assisted

body is critical for good yaw performance, since the nose contributes to most

of the propulsion effect.

In this chapter, the source of the negative drag was identified. The

preceding results may now be applied to a practical problem. In the next

chapter, a representative transport truck will be modified to achieve wind

assistance.
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Chapter 1

A Wind Improved Representative Transport Model

1.1. Introduction

The work done in the preceding chapters established the wind

assistance performance of airfoil shaped, vehicle-like models. It was shown

that for these models, drag reduction at low yaw angles was achieved due to

a negative pressure region on the nose and leeward sides of the body. The

preceding work can now be used in the aerodynamic design of practical road

vehicles that attain drag reduction at low yaw angles. A semi-trailer

transport was chosen to be modified to achieve wind amelioration for the

following reasons:

• The aspect ratio and thickness ratio of semi-trailer transports is

similar to the airfoil shaped models studied in the preceding

chapters .

• A very large energy saving potential exists for these types of

vehicles because of the heavy use that is made of them.

Present semi-trailers exhibit a severe drag increase in crosswinds. For

example, the drag of a typical semi-trailer can increase, at quite low yaw

angles, by over 200% of the zero yaw drag. Therefore, there is much

improvement to be made for these vehicles.

By modifying the shape of a semi-trailer transport to demonstrate
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improved yaw performance, the application of wind assistance principles

applied to real, practical shapes will be verified.

In this study, a representative semi-trailer transport was tested with

two cab designs. The first was a conventional, Cab Over Engine (COE)
tractor and the second was a potentially wind assisted cab design based on

the previous work carried out. For both cabs, the trailer and chassis

remained the same. Since the gap has a large effect on the yaw behaviour of

semi-trailers, three configurations of the cab-trailer gap were studied;

unmodified, with a gap seal splitter, and a full cab-trailer gap fairing. The

results of these six tests were then compared and analysed. Only force

testing was carried out on the models, no flow visualisation or pressure

analysis was done.

7.2. Model arid Test Description

7.2.1. Model Components

A 1:26 scale semi-trailer transport model was built to carry out these

tests. The model consisted of a single, unmodified Trailer-Chassis unit, and

two different cabs, one representing a typical Cab Over Engine (COE)
tractor, and the other a proposed wind assisted design cab. The basic

dimensions for the COE cab and the chassis-trailer unit were based on

standard dimensions taken from Cooper [25].

The Trailer-Chassis unit is shown m Figure 7-1. The intent was to

model a typical 13.7 m (45 ft) by 2.59 ill (102 in) dry cube van, which IS

common in Canada. The van edges were left square for simplicity. The

wheels were simplified cylinders with a simulated tread, and remained

stationary. The semi-trailer unit remained straight for all testing. The

chassis was fashioned from a simple aluminium channel contoured to

approximate the frame and dollies. The model IS quite representative of

most of the trailers and chassis found on Canadian roads today.
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The standard COE cab shown in Figure 7-2 (a), was modelled roughly
after a 1977 GMC COE, dimensions given by Cooper [25]. All edges were

again left square for simplicity. Because of the sharp corners found on the

GMC COE tractor, the separation around the square model should be

representative of the separation around the actual truck.

The new cab, termed Airfoil Cab, is shown in Figure 7-2 (b). The

design of the airfoil cab was based on the LARI model that was extensively

tested in the preceding chapters. A plan view comparison with the COE

cab is shown in Figure 7-3. The Airfoil cab represented a two dimensional

airfoil shape with the top edges rounded to 15 mm. Only the front 48% of

the foil was used in the design, the rest being truncated. The model had

the same ground clearance as the COE cab, but the cab roof was level with

the top of the trailer.

The rationale behind the design of the cab was to utilise the portion of

the airfoil that contributed the most to the propulsion effect. As was

demonstrated in the last chapter, the propulsion effect mainly came from the

front 40% of the airfoil shaped model. Therefore, only the front half of the

foil was used to approximate a cab shape. It should be noted that this

configuration was not intended to represent a practical, final cab design, but

only to demonstrate the potential of wind assistance concepts.

7.2.2. Model Treatments

The configuration of the cab-trailer gap was seen as a large factor in

crosswind performance. Three configurations were studied for each cab

design m order to attempt to encompass the range of possible gap

treatments. None of these devices was an attempt to model existing add-on
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Figure 7-3: Airfoil and COE Cab Plan View Comparisons

devices available today, but instead attempted to model three distinct levels

of gap streamlining.

The trailer to cab gap was maintained at a constant distance of 48 mm

(1.25 m full scale) for both cab shapes, representing a typical gap length for

semi-trailers [25].

The first configuration was without any modifications as shown in

Figures 7-4 (a) and 7-5 (a). The gap was left open at 48 mm (1.25 m full

scale). This configuration was termed BASE.

The second utilised a splitter plate spannmg the gap from cab to

trailer as shown in Figures 7-4 (b) and 7-5 (b). This plate had the effect of

stopping the crossflow through the gap in crosswinds, but it did not really
streamline the gap. This configuration was termed SPLITTER.
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The third consisted of a full gap fairing, shown in Figures 7-4 (c) and

7-5 (c), that both stopped the crossflow and streamlined the cab-trailer gap.

The design of this fairing for the COE cab was limited due to the square

corners used for the sides of the fairing. This configuration was termed

FAIRING.

7.2.3. Modelling and Reynolds Effects

Due to wind tunnel and model size restrictions, the testing carried out

did not fully conform to the SAE J1252 [4] wind tunnel testing standard for

trucks and buses. The only criteria that was not met was the Reynolds
number requirement of 700,000. Due to model size restrictions, a Reynolds
number of 330,000 was used. However, because of the careful attention

given to the flow over any Reynolds number sensitive radii on the model,

this lower Reynolds number probably does not introduce serious a error.

The model frontal area of 0.01515 m2 caused a test section area

blockage of 1.6% at zero degrees yaw. More importantly, the length of the

model, 0.64 m, was such that even at quite high yaw angles, the front and

rear sections did not interfere unduly with the wind tunnel walls. The SAE

J1252 standard suggests keeping the yawed model width less than 0.33 times

the test section width. For the given model, this implies that the results are

acceptable up to about 35 degrees yaw; the results for greater yaw angles are

open to question.

The flow over the rounded top edges of the Airfoil cab was Reynolds
number dependent. To alleviate Reynolds number effects and to guarantee

fully attached flow over the radius, as would be found on the full scale

vehicle, four trip strips were added to the radius. These ensured a turbulent

boundary layer and hence attached flow around the cab radius. The
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problem of accurate representation of flow over a radius was discussed in

Chapter 4, where a flow visualisation study was carried out to verify the

effectiveness of the trip strips.

The ground clearance between the wheels and the ground plane was

kept at a minimum value of about 2 mm. 1.7nderbody clearance was

approximately 33 mm. Therefore, the boundary layer, with a displacement
thickness of 2 mm, should not affect the results.

7.3. Standard and Airfoil Cab Comparisons

A total of six tests were carried out over a range of yaw angles from

_5° to 55° yaw. Both the standard and Airfoil cabs were tested with each

of the three gap treatments.

Comparisons were made between the COE and Airfoil models for the

three different configurations of gap treatment on each model. The

comparisons between the models for all three gap configurations of base,

splitter, and fairing are shown in Figures 7-6, 7-7 and 7-8, respectively. The

major features of these drag plots are discussed below.

The rise of Cd with yaw IS much less for the Airfoil cab than for the

regular COE cab for all gap configurations. This is the most important
feature of these three plots. The Airfoil cab was designed to reduce the

drag at yaw, and this is exactly what it does.

Lower zero yaw drag coefficient, Cdo' is exhibited for the Airfoil cab for

all gap configurations. This is to be expected, due to the rounded front

edges of the Airfoil model. The COE type cab could be modified with

rounded front corners to also approach this low drag value at zero degrees

yaw.

The maximum Cd attained IS much less for the Airfoil cab than the
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COE cab for all gap configurations. This is a combined effect of the lower

Cdo value and the smaller rise in Cd with yaw for the Airfoil model.

A negative value for the drag is measured with the fully faired Airfoil

model at a yaw angle of 39°. The fully faired model seems to exhibit a

propulsive force for a yaw angle less than 90°, a phenomenon that does not

exist for present transport vehicles.

For the Airfoil cab model, a stall point occurs for all the gap

configurations tested. The same behaviour occurred in the tests of the airfoil

shaped models in the preceding chapters. This indicates that wind assistance

phenomena discussed earlier, such as the edge vortices and high velocity

regions around the nose, probably exist for this model also.

The improved drag performance in yaw for the Airfoil model IS not

dependent on the presence of the full gap fairing. For all the gap

configurations, even the base gap configuration, the improved yaw

characteristics of the Airfoil model are about the same. This suggests that

the drag reduction is coming from the leeward nose of the model and does

not rely on attached flow over the sides of the trailer.

The side force exhibited by the two cab styles IS very important to

compare, since excess side force caused by the wind improvement may be

unfavourable. A typical side force comparison plot for the splitter gap

configuration is shown in Figure 7-9. This plot indicates that the magnitude

of the side force for the wind assisted cab model is very similar to that of

the COE cab model, only increasing past the COE model at quite high yaw

angles. For the Airfoil cab, a small discontinuity is exhibited at the stall

point, as was noted for all the rest of the shapes studied.
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7.4. Wind Mean Coefficient Comparisons

The wind mean parameters can be calculated for each different

configuration. The zero yaw drag coefficient, PWMD, Normalised PWMD

and PWMS were calculated for each data set. The various values for each

model and configuration are compared in Table 7-1. For all these calculations

the windspeed probability density for Canada was used at a height of 1.5 m,

and a vehicle speed of 24 mis, or 86 krrr/h.

The normalised PWMD is about 13% lower for all configurations of the

wind assisted cab. This indicates that the Airfoil cab demonstrates superior

performance in yaw compared to the standard cab, independent of the zero

yaw drag reduction.

The reduction of drag for the Airfoil model occurs for all gap
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configurations, indicating that the drag reduction IS due to the nose section

of the cab, as predicted by the pressure distribution study. The separation

over the trailer edges at yaw has minimal effect on the wind assistance.

7.5. Summary

The conclusions we can draw from the above analysis are as follows:

1. The principle of wind assistance was successfully applied to a

practical road vehicle shape. Drag reduction at yaw can be

achieved with a properly shaped vehicle.

2. Improved wind performance is achieved with a minimal increase in

side force (about 7% increase in wind mean side force over the

COE model).
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Transport Model Comparisons

Config. I Cdo I PWMD I PWMS I PWMD/Cdo
Base Configuration

COE 0.73 1.05 0.78 1.43

Airfoil 0.46 0.56 0.88 1.21

Splitter Configuration.

COE 0.72 0.94 0.82 1.30

Airfoil 0.47 0.54 0.87 1.17

Full Fairing Configuration

COE 0.67 0.88 0.84 1.32

Airfoil 0.44 0.50 0.88 1.14

Table 7-1: Comparisons for COE and Airfoil Models

3. A negative drag region exists for the faired gap configuration of

the wind assisted cab. Beyond a yaw angle of about 40 degrees,

the vehicle motion would be assisted by the wind. For

conventional vehicles, this phenomenon rarely occurs.

4. The drag for the Airfoil cab model does not decrease from a

maximum at zero degrees yaw as was exhibited in the previous

ideal shapes studied. This indicates that more development is

required to produce an optimal shape.

The application of wind assistance principles to a practical road vehicle

shape is the culmination of this study. The conclusions of the thesis may

now be outlined.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

Present vehicles exhibit increased drag in crosswinds. From past

experience ill the design of Supermileage vehicles and the Nexus Commuter

vehicle, it was shown that vehicles shaped like short, vertical airfoils would

demonstrate a favourable decrease in drag in crosswinds. This thesis is a

wind tunnel investigation into the aerodynamic characteristics of low aspect

ratio, vertical airfoil, vehicle-like models. The understanding gained from the

study of these idealised shapes was then applied to a preliminary

aerodynamic design of a practical road vehicle.

The research was made up of several quite distinct studies. Therefore,

the accomplishments and conclusions of this work will be grouped into

discussions of the findings for each separate wind tunnel investigation. Some

general remarks will then be made summarising the more important
conclusions drawn from the total research.

8.1. Wind Tunnel Automation and Preparation

Before any testing could take place, the wind tunnel had to be

customised and automated for the task at hand. The following

accomplishments were achieved:

1. The flow qualities (such as velocity distribution, longitudinal

pressure gradient, turbulence intensity, and boundary layer

thickness) ill the High Speed Test Section of the University of

Saskatchewan Wind Tunnel were measured and found acceptable,

compared to existing standards, for automotive testing.
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2. An automated data acquisition system was developed to swiftly

acquire the large amount of data gathered in this research. The

system proved to be an order of magnitude faster than the

previous manual method of data acquisition.

exhaustive testing of the models under study possible.

This made

3. The wind tunnel instrumentation was calibrated before the

commencement of testing. The force balance provided an accuracy

of + / - 1% of the full scale range of forces. The test section

velocity was measured to within 0.5%.

4. The results derived from the wind tunnel tests of a 1/4 scale

NEXUS vehicle model were found to agree well with on-road

testing carried out on the actual vehicle prototype. This

comparison provided a check of the wind tunnel modelling used.

8.2. Wind Mean Drag Evaluation

The Wind Mean Drag Coefficient is a prediction of the average

aerodynamic drag encountered, and energy used, over the lifetime of the

vehicle as it travels III a windy environment. Therefore, the model

configurations tested in the wind tunnel were to be compared on the basis of

the WMDC. Towards this end:

1. The present analytical methods of Wind Mean Drag evaluation

were reviewed. The Probabilistic Wind Mean Drag method of

Cooper [5] was selected for evaluating the long term average drag

of the models studied in the thesis.
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2. The above method of evaluating the long term Wind Mean Drag

Coefficient from wind tunnel data was extended to include the

vehicle speed probability density function. It was shown to

produce significantly different results compared to the present

methods, results which were dependent on the specific driving

cycle of the vehicle to be studied.

8.3. Woortman Profile Model

A versatile, low aspect ratio, vertical, symmetrical airfoil model (termed

LARl) was constructed and force tested to study the effect of body geometry

on wind assistance performance of these vehicle-like shapes. The flow field

was also investigated using ultra-violet mini-tufting. The study demonstrated

that:

L Low aspect ratio, vertical airfoil shapes exhibit negative drag at

low yaw angles.

2. The wind assistance performance is generally enhanced at larger

aspect ratios and at reduced truncations.

3. However, even very low aspect ratio and highly truncated airfoil

shapes exhibit decreasing drag at low yaw angles, and negative

drag coefficients.

4. The general flow patterns around a short vertical airfoil at yaw,

as observed from the surface flow visualisation, are associated with

the presence of two vortices forming from the leeward and
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windward top edges. These vortices appear to cause the flow to

remam attached to the leeward side of the model at high yaw

angles, which then enhances the negative drag effect.

5. Increased ground clearance causes only a small decrease in wind

assisted performance. Therefore, the general results obtained at

zero ground clearance may be generalised to the small ground

clearances found on actual road vehicles.

6. Top edge rounding tends to reduce drag at zero degrees yaw at

the expense of increased drag at higher yaw angles.

8.4. NACA Profile Model

A second model similar to LAR1, except with an NACA 0030 plan
view airfoil profile, was constructed and tested to determine the sensitivity of

wind assistance performance to changes in the plan view shape. The results

of this model study suggest that rather large changes in the plan shape of

the model have relatively minor effects on the wind assistance performance.

8.5. Pressure Distribution Study

A surface pressure distribution study was carried out on a typical

LAR1 model configuration to determine the origin of the negative drag effect.

It was determined that:

1. The propulsion (or drag reduction) effect at yaw is due to an area

of negative pressure on the front 20% of the leeward side of the

body. This negative pressure regron IS caused by high speed,

attached flow over the model nose and leeward side.
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2. The integration of the surface pressure forces on the model

approximated the results obtained with the force balance. This

indicated that the pressure forces are dominant on this type of

body. Both the pressure integration results and the results from

the force balance indicated the presence of negative drag for these

models.

8.6. Wind Improved Representative Truck Model

One of the wind assisted shapes studied in the preceding tests was used

as a base for the preliminary aerodynamic design of a wind improved cab of

a representative semi-trailer transport model.

1. Present semi-trailers exhibit an unfavourable, sharp rise In drag at

low yaw angles. The new wind improved cab design eliminated

most of this drag increase with yaw. This demonstrated that the

understanding gained in the preceding research is applicable to

practical road vehicles.

8.7. General Conclusions

The general conclusions that can be drawn from this study are as

follows:

1. The research has demonstrated and verified the existence of

vehicle-like shapes that utilise ambient winds for aerodynamic drag

reduction, or even propulsion. Contemporary road vehicles exhibit

behaviour that is opposite to this; an increase in drag In the

presence of crosswinds. Vehicles designed for wind assistance will
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use less energy in operation than present vehicles. This means

less global energy usage and a reduction of transportation

emissions.

2. The shape of the Drag vs Yaw curve for the shapes studied are

quite different than those found for conventional vehicles. The

drag decreases from a maximum at zero degrees yaw until a stall

point is reached at approximately 40 to 50 degrees yaw. At the

stall point, the drag dramatically increases from a large negative

value to a large positive value. The stall IS caused by sudden

separation of the flow over the leeward side of the model.

3. The drag reduction effect is highly dependent on the attached flow

over the nose area of the airfoil shaped body. This indicates that

the design of the front portion of the vehicle is critical for

reduced drag at yaw.

4. The reduction of drag at low yaw angles was demonstrated for

practical road vehicle body shapes. The cab of a representative

transport truck was modified, usmg a shape studied previously, to

exhibit improved drag at yaw.

5. No dramatic increase in side forces was generated for the wind

assisted vehicle designs investigated.
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8.8. Recommendations for Further Work

This research is a preliminary study of wind assistance III road vehicles.

It established the basic concepts and aerodynamic behaviour of wind assisted

vehicle shapes. Some specific studies that stem directly from the present

research are as follows:

1. The wind mean drag calculation, as was shown in Chapter 3, can

be extended to utilise a vehicle speed probability density function.

Research could be carried out to obtain typical distributions for

specific classes of vehicles such as long-haul transports, city

transports, cars, etc., under various driving cycles. This

information could then be used to determine a more representative

Wind Mean Drag.

2. This study looked at the effects of uniform, steady winds only.

The effects of the turbulent atmospheric boundary layer on the

drag behaviour should be investigated.

3. Only two different plan VIew airfoil shapes were studied in this

work; various other shapes should be investigated. The nose

shape should be especially studied III order to determine an

optimum curvature for the front plan shape. The curvature

should maximise the wind assistance effect without adversely

affecting the utility of the vehicle.

4. The effect of the top edges of the body on the wind assistance
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performance is significant due to the very low aspect ratio of the

models. Various edge treatments, such as partial rounding, end

caps, and winglets should be investigated.

5. Further application to practical road vehicles should be 'carrred

out. The application to a semi-trailer transport shape in this

study was only preliminary. More work must be done to develop

an understanding of wind assistance within the design constraints

of practical vehicles. This task IS beyond a wind tunnel

investigation and should be done in the context of the design of

an actual vehicle prototype.

6. A vehicle stability analysis should be carried out to determine the

effect of the wind assistance on the stability of the vehicle.

This preliminary study will enable wind assistance principles to be

applied in the aerodynamic design of energy efficient vehicles. This will help
conserve energy and reduce emissions in future transportation.
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Appendix A

Wind Mean Drag Calculation Programs

In Chapter, 3 three methods of wind mean drag evaluation were

presented. The three routines listed in this section were used to calculate

the WMDC using one of these three methods:

• Buckley's method as adopted by the SAE Standard J1252 --

SAE.FOR

• Cooper's method using the probability density function for the

wind speeds -- PWMD.FOR

• A newly derived method using both the wind and vehicle speed

probability density functions -- PWVMD.FOR

Various subroutines to get the data from file, interpolate the data for

the Cd at a yaw angle, and calculate the yaw angle from the vehicle, wind

speeds and wind incidence angle are secondary to the program and hence not

shown .

•••••• * •••••••••••••••••• *••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

SAE.FOR A ROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE WMADC AS OUTLINED

IN THE SAE HANDBOOK.

THE ROUTINE READS FROM AN AUTO DATA FILE OR A GENERATED

DATA FILE OF THE FORMAT:

YAW CD

YAW CD
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MARCH 22 1989 RNR

VARIABLES:

MI WEIGHTING FACTOR TO ACOUNT FOR INCREASE IN INCIDENT

VELOCITY DUE TO THE WIND

PHI

SI

CDJ

SUM

VT

VW

WIND INCIDENCE ANGLE FROM TRAVEL DIRECTION

YAW ANGLE

CD AT THE CURRENT YAW ANGLE

WIND PROB AND PHI SUMMATION VARIABLE

VEHICLE SPEED FOR A PARTICULAR CALCULATION

WIND SPEED FOR A PARTICULAR CALCULATION

••••••••••••• * ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *** •• **.*.*.* ••••

INTRINSIC ATAN,SIN,COS

REAL CD(200,21,CDJ,VT(200I,VW,PHI,SI,SUM,WMADC(2001,M(61
REAL X(2001,Y(2001
CHARACTER·1S FNAME,ANS,ONAME,CANS
INTEGER J,N

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

GET THE DATA FILES

CALL LlBSERASE
_ PAGE(1,11

type·
type· ,'This routine calculates the Wind Mean Average
lDrag coefficient'

type· ,'for wind tunnel data acquired with the

lAUTO routine or generated'
type·,'as a stand alone data file. (FORMAT: YAW(DEGI ' CD 1

type 80

80 FORMAT(,SDO YOU WISH TO READ FROM A GENERATED OR AUTO FILE (G/AI: 'I
ACCEPT 110, ANS

type 100

100 FORMAT(,SENTER THE FILE TO PROCESS: 'I
ACCEPT 110,FNAME
TYPE 101

101 FORMAT('SENTER THE OUTPUT FILE NAME TO WRITE: 'I
ACCEPT 110,ONAME

110 FORMAT(AI
TYPE 120

120 FORMAT('SENTER THE AVERAGE WIND SPEED TO USE (MIS I: 'I
ACCEPT·,VW

IF(ANS.EQ.'G'.OR.ANS.EQ.'g'l CALL G
_

GETIFNAME,CD,NI
IFtANS.EQ.'A'.OR.ANS.EQ.'a'l CALL AUTO

_
GETIFNAME,CD,NI

type",' M(1l'PHI SI CDJ

type- .'•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

SET UP LOOPS TO STEP THRU VEHICLE SPEEDS AND WIND ANGLES
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1=0

DO 2000 1=3,20 ! STEP THRU VEHICLE SPEEDS

VTlil=I·2.0 MIS VEHICLE SPEED

TYPE*,'VEHICLE SPEED=',VTIII
J=O

SUM=O.O

DO 1000 J=1.6 STEP THRU WIND ANGLES (PHil

PHI=J·30·15 ! DEGREES

M(JI=l T IVWjVTlill**2.0 + 2·(VW/VT(ill"COS(PHI/57.31

SI=57.3"ATAN( (VW /VTIII"SIN(PHI/57.311/(1+VW /VT(il
"COS( PHI/57.31l1

CALL CD INTICD,SI,CDJ,NI !INTERPOLATE TO GET CD AT 51

999

TYPE 999,PHI,SI,CDJ,M(JI
format( 4flO .• ,

SUM=SUM+CDJ·M(JI

1000 ENDDO

WMADCIII=SUM/6.0

2000 ENDDO

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

WRITE OUT TO DATA FILE

type"
type·,' VEHICLE SPEED(M/S) WMADC'

type·t·····························,

OPEN(1.NAME=ONAME,TYPE='NEW',FORM='FORMATTED')

DO 3000 1=3,20

type 1500, vt(il,wmadc(i)
WRITEI1,·' VT(I),WMADC(I)
XfI-2)=VT(11 ! REASSIGN FOR PLOTTING ROUTINE

Y(I-2)=WMADC(I)
3000 ENDDO

1500 FORMAT( 4X,F10.1.FI0.41

CLOSE(1)

NPTS=18

TYPE
TYPE 4000

4000 FORMAT(,S DO YOU WISH TO PLOT RESULTS? (YIN) ')
ACCEPT 4001.CANS

4001 FORMAT(AI

IF(CANS.EQ.'Y' .0R.CANS.EQ.'y') THEN

CALL WAD_PLOT(X,Y,NPTS)
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ENDIF

STOP
END

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

PWMD.FOR A ROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE WMADC BASED ON THE

PROBABILITY DENSITY OF WINDSPEED

THE ROUTINE READS FROM AN AUTO DATA FILE OR A GENERATED

DATA FILE OF THE FORMAT:

YAW CD

YAW CD

OCTOBER 7 1988 RNR· VERIFIED MARCH 2 /89 RNR

VARIABLES:

" VT(K)
MI

VEHICLE SPEED

WEIGHTING FACTOR TO ACOUNT FOR INCREASE IN INCIDENT
VELOCITY DUE TO THE WIND

CENTER SPEED (M/S) FOR A PARTICULAR WINDSPEED RANGE
PROBABILITY OF A PARTICULAR WINDSPEED RANGE

"

PROB(I.1)·
PROB(I.2)·

PHI

SI

CDJ

SUM

SVT

WIND INCIDENCE ANGLE FROM TRAVEL DIRECTION
YAW ANGLE

CD AT THE CURRENT YAW ANGLE
WIND PROB AND PHI SUMMATION VARIABLE

VEHICLE SPEED FOR A PARTICULAR CALCULATION

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

IMPLICIT NONE

INTRINSIC ACOS.ATAN.SIN.COS.COSD.SIND

REAL CD(200.2).CDJ.VT(200).VW.PHI.SI.WMADC(200).M(6)
REAL 1l(200).y(200).SCALER
REAL PROB(50.2).SUM.AVGVW.SVT.MI

CHARACTER"25 FNAME.ANS.ONAME.PNAME.cans

INTEGER J.N.NP .K.I.npts.ind

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

GET THE DATA FILE NAMES ETC

CALL LlBSERASE
_ PAGE(1.1)

type"
type· ,'This routine calculates the Wind Mean Average
1Drag coefficient'

type· ,'based on a probabalistic wind velocity'
type" ,'for wind tunnel data acquired with the

1AUTO routine or generated'
type",'as a stand alone data file. (FORMAT: YAW(DEG) • CD )
type."
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type 80

80 FORMATI'SDO YOU WISH TO READ FROM A GENERATED OR AUTO FILE (G/A): ')
ACCEPT 110, ANS

type 100

100 FORMATI'SENTER THE DRAG DATA FILE TO PROCESS: 'I
ACCEPT 110,FNAME
TYPE 101

101 FORMAT('SENTER THE OUTPUT FILE NAME TO WRITE: 'I
ACCEPT 110,ONAME

110 FORMAT(A251
TYPE 120

120 FORMATI'SENTER THE WIND PROBABILITY FILE NAME: ')
ACCEPT 110,PNAME
TYPE 130

130 FORMATI'SENTER THE SCALER TO APPLY TO WIND VELOCITY: 'l
ACCEPT·,SCALER

•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

GET INPUT CD DATA

indc I !drag
IF(ANS,EQ.'G',OR.ANS.EQ.'g') CALL G

_ GET(FNAME,CD,N)
IF(ANS.EQ.'A'.OR.ANS.EQ.'a') CALL AUTO

_
GET(FNAME,CD,N,ind)

•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

GET PROB DATA

OPEN(l,NAME=PNAME.FORM='FORMATTED',TYPE='OLD')

type·,' VELOCITY (M/S) PROBABILITY'

type- ..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
t

DO 150 1=1.100

READ(I,·,END=160) PROB(I,l),PROB(I,21 !l=VELOCITY CENTER,2=PROB%
PROB(I,l)=PROB(I,I)·SCALER ! SCALE DOWN FOR LOWER ELEVATIONS

TYPE* ,PROB( 1,1) ,PROB( 1,2)
150 ENDDO

160 CONTINUE
NP=I·l NUMBER OF PROB POINTS

ClOSE(l)
type'" ,'NUMBER OF RANGES:',NP

..

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

.. GET AVERAGE WIND SPEED

AVGVW=O.O
DO 1=1.NP

AVGVW=AVGVW+PROB(I,I) ·PROB(I,2)
ENDDO

TYPE·,'AVERAGE WIND SPEED (M/S)',AVGVW

.�.............................•......•.•...........................

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

START BIG VEHICLE SPEED LOOP - VT(K)

DO 2500 K=3,20
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VT(Kl=K·2.0 ! MIS VEHICLE SPEED from 6 to 40 m !s

EACH SPEED CORRESPONDS TO A PARTICULAR WMADC

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

START PHI LOOP AND NEST WIND PROBABILITY LOOP INSIDE

STEP THRU THE WIND ANGLE PHI FROM 0 TO 179 DEG AND

FOR EACH PHI. SUM OVER THE WIEGHTED WIND PROBABILITIES

SUM=O.O ! GENERAL SUMMING VARIABLE

DO 2000 PHI=0.179 STEP THRU WIND ANGLES INC 1 DEGREE 1180 STEPSl

DO 1000 l=l.NP STEP THRU THE PROB DATA NP (NUMBER OF PROB

RANGES l TIMES

VW=PROB(I.1l
SVT=VTIK)

! WIND SPEED FOR THIS CALC

! VEHICLE SPEED FOR THIS CALC

CALL GET
_ SIIVW.SVT.PHI.Sq !CALCULATE YAW ANGLE

CALL CD _INTICD.SI.CDJ.N) !INTERPOLATE TO GET CDJ AT SI

C

200

TYPE 200. VT(Kl.PHI.SI.CDJ
FORMAT(4F10.3 )

MI=1.0 + IVWjVT(KW·2. + 2.·IVWjVTIKll*COSDIPHIj
SUM=SUM + CDJoPROB(I.2l*MI ! SUM IS THE SUM FOR ALL TERMS IN

THE EQUATION

1000 ENDDO! END OF WIND PROB LOOP

2000 ENDDO ! END OF PHI LOOP

WMADC(K)=SUMj(180.0) !CALCULATE WMADC FOR A PARTICULAR VEHICLE SPEED

2500 ENDDO ! END OF VT LOOP

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

WRITE OUT TO DATA FILE AND SCREEN

OPEN(l,NAME=ONAME,TYPE='NEW',FORM='FORMATTED')

type· .' VT WMADC

type', .•••••••••••••••••••••••••.

DO 3000 1=3,20
TYPE 2600. VT(ll,WMADC(q

2600 FORMATI2X,F10.2,F10.4)
WRITEI1.*) VTII).WMADC(I)

3000 ENDDO

CLOSEl1l

npts= 18

do j=l,npts reassign arrays to avoid starting at 3 and going to 20
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xOl=vt(j�2)
y(j)=wmadc(j-r2)

enddo

type 4000

4000 format!'S Do you wish to plot the results?? (yin) .)
accept 4001.cans

4001 format(a)

if [cans.eq.Y' .or .cans.eq.v'] then

call wad plot(x.y.npts.ind)
endif

STOP

END

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

PWVMD.FOR A ROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE WMDC BASED ON THE

PROBABILITY DENSITY OF WINDSPEED AND DENSITY FOR VEHICLE SPEED

THE ROUTINE READS FROM AN AUTO DATA FILE OR A GENERATED
DATA FILE OF THE FORMAT:

YAW CD

YAW CD

MARCH 22 1989 RNR

VARIABLES:

MI WEIGHTING FACTOR TO ACOUNT FOR INCREASE IN INCIDENT

VElOCITY DUE TO THE WIND

CENTER SPEED (MIS) FOR A PARTICULAR WINDSPEED RANGE

PROBABILITY OF A PARTICULAR WINDSPEED RANGE
WPROB(I.l)·
WPROB(I.2)-

VPROB(I.l)
VPROB(I.2)-

CENTER SPEED (M/S) FOR A PARTICULAR VEHICLE SPEED RANGE

PROBABILITY OF A PARTICULAR VEHICLE SPEED RANGE

PHI

SI

CDJ

SUM

VT

VW

WIND INCIDENCE ANGLE FROM TRAVEl DIRECTION

YAW ANGLE

CD AT THE CURRENT YAW ANGLE

WIND PROB AND PHI SUMMATION VARIABLE

VEHICLE SPEED FOR A PARTICULAR CALCULATION

WIND SPEED FOR A PARTICULAR CALCULATION

•••••••••••••••• ** •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ** ••

IMPLICIT NONE

INTRINSIC ACOS.ATAN.SIN.COS.COSD.SIND

REAL CD 1200.2).CDJ.PHI.SI.PWVMD
REAL WSCALER.VSCALER
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REAL WPROBI50.21.VPROB(50.2I,SUM,AVGVW,AVGVT,VT,VW,MI

CHARACTER*25 FNAME,ANS,VNAME,WNAME,cans

INTEGER J ,N,WNP ,VNP ,K,l,npts,ind

...... _ .

GET THE DATA FILE NAMES ETC

CALL LlBSERASE PAGEI1.11
type"
type" ,'This routine calculates the Wind Mean Average
IDrag coefficient'

type",'based on a probabalistic Wind AND Vehicle speed'
type" ,'for wind tunnel data acquired with the

lAUTO routine or generated'
type",'as a stand alone data tile. (FORMAT: YAW(DEGI ' CD I
type"

type 80

80 FORMATI'SDO YOU WISH TO READ FROM A GENERATED OR AUTO FILE (G/AI: 'I
ACCEPT 110, ANS

type 100

100 FORMATI'SENTER THE DRAG DATA FILE TO PROCESS: 'I
ACCEPT 110,FNAME

110 FORMAT(AI

TYPE 120
120 FORMAT('SENTER THE WIND PROBABILITY FILE NAME: 'I

ACCEPT 110,WNAME

TYPE 121

121 FORMAT('SENTER THE VEHICLE PROBABILITY FILE NAME: 'I
ACCEPT 110,VNAME

TYPE 130

130 FORMAT('SENTER THE SCALER TO APPLY TO WIND VELOCITY: 'I
ACCEPT*,WSCALER

TYPE 131

131 FORMATI'SENTER THE SCALER TO APPLY TO VEHICLE VELOCITY: 'I
ACCEPT", VSCALER

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

GET INPUT CD DATA

ind=1 !drag
IF(ANS.EQ,'G'.OR.ANS.EQ,'g'l CALL G

_
GET(FNAME,CD,NI

IFIANS.EQ,'A'.OR.ANS.EQ,'a'l CALL AUTO
_
GETIFNAME,CD,N,indl

type·
type·

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

GET PROB DATA FOR WIND AND VEHICLE SPEED

OPEN(1,NAME=WNAME,FORM='FORMATTED',TYPE='OLD'1

type ",' WINDSPEED DENSITY FUNCTION'

type·,' VELOCITY 1M/51 PROBABILITY'
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type· ..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.

DO 1=1.100

READj1,",END=160) WPROBjl.1),WPROBIl,2) l1=VELOCITY CENTER,2=PROB%
WPROB(I,1)=WPROBjl.1)"WSCALER ! SCALE DOWN FOR LOWER ELEVATIONS

TYPE",WPROB(I,1),WPROBIl,2)
ENDDO

160 CONTINUE

WNP=I-1 ! NUMBER OF PROB POINTS

CLOSEPI
type",'NUMBER OF WIND RANGES:',WNP

type"

OPENj1,NAME=VNAME,FORM='FORMATTED',TYPE='OLD')

type"
type" ,'VEHICLE SPEED DENSITY FUNCTION'

type",' VELOCITY jM/S) PROBABILITY'

type· .'•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,

DO 1=1,100

READj1.*,END=170) VPROBjl.1),VPROBIl,2) !1=VELOCITY CENTER,2=PROB%
VPROBIl,l)=VPROBIl,1)"VSCALER ! SCALE DOWN FOR LOWER ELEVATIONS
TYPE",VPROBIl,1),VPROBjl,2)

ENDDO

170 CONTINUE

VNP=I-1 NUMBER OF PROB POINTS

CLOSE(1)
type" ,'NUMBER OF VEHICLE RANGES:',VNP

type"
type"

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

GET AVERAGE WIND AND VEHICLE SPEED

AVGVW=O_O
DO 1=1.WNP

AVGVW=AVGVW+WPROB(I,l)"WPROBjl,2)
ENDDO

TYPE",'AVERAGE WIND SPEED jM/S)',AVGVW

AVGVT=O.O
DO 1=1.VNP

AVGVT=AVGVT+VPROBP,l)·VPROBp.2)
ENDDO

TYPE·,'AVERAGE VEHICLE SPEED jM/SI'.AVGVT

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

START PHI LOOP AND NEST WIND PROBABILITY LOOP AND VEHICLE
APEED LOOP INSIDE

STEP THRU THE WIND ANGLE PHI FROM 0 TO 179 DEG AND
FOR EACH PHI AND FOR EACH WIND SPEED PROBABILITY. SUMM OVER THE

VEHICLE SPEED PROBABILITES
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IE) A TRIPLE SUM

type·,'WORKING .... .'

SUM=O.O GENERAL SUMMING VARIABLE

DO 2000 PHI=0.179 ! STEP THRU WIND ANGLES INC 1 DEGREE 1180 STEPS)

DO 1000 1=1.WNP ! STEP THRU THE WIND PROB DATA

DO 800 J=l,VNP ! STEP THRU THE VEHICLE PROB DATA

VW=WPROBP,l)
VT=VPROBIJ,l)

! WIND SPEED FOR THIS CALC

! VEHICLE SPEED FOR THIS CALC

CALL GET
_ SI(VW,VT,PHI,SI) !CALCULATE YAW ANGLE

CALL CD INTICD,SI,CDJ,N) !INTERPOLATE TO GET CDJ AT SI

MI=1.0 + (VW /VT)"2. � 2.·(VW /VT)·COSD(PHI) ! V CORRECTION

SUM=SUM + CDJ·WPROBP,2)*VPROB(J,2)*MI*VT"2 !DO THE SUM

C

200

TYPE 200. VW.VT.PHI.SI,CDJ

FORMAT( 5FI0.3)

800 ENDDO! END OF VEHICLE SPEED LOOP

1000 ENDDO END OF WIND PROB LOOP . I

2000 ENDDO! END OF PHI LOOP

PWVMD=SUM/(180.0)/avgvt !CALCULATE PWVMD FOR A PARTICULAR VEHICLE SPEED

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ** •• *** •••••••••••• ******* •••• ** •••••• **

WRITE OUT TO SCREEN

TYPE 2900.FNAME
2900 FORMAT!, THE PROCESSED FILE WAS: '.A25)

type·
type 3000.PWVMD

3000 FORMAT!, THE PWVMD IS: ·.FI0.4)

STOP

END
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Appendix B

Reynolds Number Testing Data

Force balance tests, as described in section 4.3, were carried out to

determine the Reynolds Number effects on the drag characteristics. All

testing done was on the LAR1 2 2 model configuration. Five tests were

done at different tunnel speeds at 115 yaw angles from _50 to 900 and back

to 00. The drag plots for these five tests follows.
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LAR 1 f- 2f- 2 f- 20 DRAG vs YAW PLOT

ASPBCT RATI0=0.319 TRUN'C=Olt R.= 127,000
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LAR1 .... 2 .... 2 .... 40 DRAG vs YAW PLOT

ASPBCT RATIO=O.319 TRUNC=Oll: Re=2!13,OOO

o. 10. 30. 40. SO.

YAW ANGLE (OEG)

90.20. 60. 70. 80.

LAR1 .... 2 .... 2 .... 50 DRAG vs YAW PLOT

ASPBCT RATIO=O.319 TRUNC=Oll: Re=320,OOO

o. 10. 80. 90.20. 30. 40. SO. 60. 70.

YAW ANGLE (OEG)
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Appendix C

LARI Woortman Model Drag Data Set

The testing carried out in section 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 on the Woortman

section LARI model was comprised of three distinct investigations:

1. Truncation and Aspect ratio tests. 21 configurations

2. Corner Rounding Tests. 3 configurations

3. Ground Clearance Tests. 9 configurations

The configuration designation for the LARI model is as follows:

Aspect Ratio Tests General Designation LARI ** ##

**
a number indicating model truncation

0 40% truncation (model length=185 mm)
1 = 20% truncation (model length=247 mm)
2 0% truncation (model length=307 mm)

a number indicating model height##

1 51 mm

2 98 mm

3 - 133 mm

4 174 mm

5 209 mm

6 = 256 mm

7 = 291 mm



Corner Rounding Tests
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LARI ** ##CR
CR stands for Corner Rounding
* '" and ## are as in the truncation
and aspect ratio designation.

Ground Clearance Tests LAR$$l ** ##

$$ - A number representing the ground clearance:

1 9.8 mm

2 15.4 mm

3 21.7 mm

* * and ## are as in the truncation

and aspect ratio designation.

The drag plots for all 33 tests follow.
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Truncation and Aspect Ratio Tests

LAR1�O�1 DRAG vs YAW PLOT

ASPBCT RATIO=0.2B HflIOHT=51mm TRUNC;�07.

O. 10. 70. 80.20. 30. 40. so. 60.

YAW ANGLE (DEG)

LAR1 � 1 � 1 DRAG vs YAW PLOT

ASPBCT RATIO=0.21 HBIOHT=51mm TRUNC=207.

O. 70. 80.so. 60.10. 30. 40.20.

YAW ANGLE (DEG)

90.

90.
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LAR1 +-2+-1 DRAG vs YAW PLOT

ASPBCT RATIO=O.17 HlllGHT=!Hmm TRUNC=O:r.

o. 10. 90.20. 30. 40. so. 60. 70. 80.

YAW ANGLE (DEG)

LAR1 +-O+-2 DRAG vs YAW PLOT

0. 10.. 20.. 30. 40. SQ. 60.. 70. 80.. 90..

YAW ANGLE (DEG)
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LA R 1 e- 1 +- 2 0 RAG v s YAW P LOT

ASPECT RATIO=O.4-0 HBIGHT=!lSmm TRUNC=207.

0. 10. 80. 90.20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70.

YAW ANGLE (DEG)

LAR1 +-2+-2 DRAG vs YAW PLOT

ASPECT RATIO=O.32 HflIOHT=90mm TRUNC=O';

o. so. 80. 90.60. 70.10. 20. 30. 40.

YAW ANGLE (DEG)
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LAR 1 <---0<---3 DRAG vs YAW PLOT

ASPIlCT RATIO=O.7Z HEIGHT= 133.�mm TRUNC=�07.

D. 10. 90.20. 3D. 40. 60.so. 7D. 80.

YAW ANGLE (DEG)

LAR1 <---1 <---3 DRAG vs YAW PLOT

ASPBCT RATIO=O.5� HBIGHT=133.5mm TRUNC=207.

D. 7D. 90.10. 20. 30. 40. 60. 80.50.

YAW ANGLE (DEG)
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LAR1 <--2<--3 DRAG vs YAW PLOT

ASPECT RATJO=O.<H HBIGHT= lJJ.5mm TRUNC=07.

0. 10. 20. 40. 80. 90.30. 50. 60. 70.

YAW ANGLE (DEG)

LAR1 <--0<--4 DRAG vs YAW PLOT

ASPBCT RATIO=O.94 HBIGHT= 174mm TRUNC:407.

0. 70. 80. 90.10. 20. 40. 50. 60.30.

YAW ANGLE (DEG)
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LAR1 <'-1 <'-4 DRAG vs YAW PLOT

ASPIlCT RATIO=O.70 HBIGIIT=l74mm TRUNC=20::r.

0. 10. 30. 60.so. 70. 80. 90.20. 40.

YAW ANGLE (DEG)

LAR1 <'-2<'-4 DRAG vs YAW PLOT

ASPIlCT RATIO=O.S7 HBIGIIT=174mm TRUNC=O::r.

0. 10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90.

YAW ANGLE (DEG)
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LAR1 (--0(--5 DRAG vs YAW PLOT

ASPBCT RATIO=l.lJ HBIGHT=209mm TRUNC=�07.

0. 10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 8(J. 90.70.

YAW ANGLE (DEG)

LAR 1 (--1 (-- 5 DRAG vs YAW PLOT

ASPBCT RATIO=O.8!1 HBIGHT=209mm TRUNC=207.

0. 90.50. 60. 70.10. 20. 30. 40.

YAW ANGLE (DEG)
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LAR1 .... 2 .... 5 DRAG vs YAW PLOT

ASPFlCT RATIO=O.68 H8IGHT=Z09mm TRUNC=O::t

0. 10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90.

YAW ANGLE (DEG)

LAR1 .... Q .... 6 DRAG vs YAW PLOT

ASPFlCT RATIO=1.39 HBIGHT=Z57mm TRUNC=40::t

0. 20. 50. 60. 90.70. 80 .30. 40.10.

YAW ANGLE (DEG)
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LAR1 � 1 �6 DRAG vs YAW PLOT

ASPBCT RATIO=l.04 HBIGHT=2�7mm TRUNC=207.

0. 20. 90.30.10. 40. 50. 60. 70. 80.

YAW ANGLE (DEG)

LAR1 -z-s DRAG vs YAW PLOT

ASPECT RATIO=O.84 HBIGHT=2�7mm TRUNC=07.

0. 30. so. 60. 70. 90.80.10. 20. 40.

YAW ANGLE (DEG)
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LAR 1<0-0<0-7 DRAG vs YAW PLOT

ASPBCT RATIO=1.58 HBIGHT=292mm TRUNC=407.

0. 10. 20. 30. 50. 60. 7D.40.

YAW ANGLE (DEG)

LAR1 <0-1 <0-7 DRAG vs YAW PLOT

ASPBCT RATIO= 1. 18 HBIGHT=292mm TRUNC=207.

D. 3D. 40. 7D.50. 60.10. 20.

YAW ANGLE (DEG)

80. 90.

80. 90.
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LA R 1 <c- 2 f-- 7 DRAG v s YAW P LOT

ASPECT RATIO=O.95 HEIGHT=29Zmm TRUNC=07.

0. 10 . 20. 30. 90.40. 50. 60. 70. 80.

YAW ANGLE (DEG)
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Corner Rounding Tests

LAR1 �O�2CR DRAG vs YAW PLOT

AR=O.5J HBIOHT=98mm TRUNC=-4-0'; CORNBR-RND 4TRIPS

o. 20. 90.10. 30. 40. so. 60. 70. 80.

YAW ANGLE (DEG)

LAR 1 � 1 �2CR DRAG vs YAW PLOT

AR=O.40 HBIOHT=98mm TRUNC=20:r; CORNBR-RND 4TRIPS

o. 20. 30. so. so. 70. 80. 90.40.10.

YAW ANGLE (DEG)
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LAR1 �2�2CR DRAG vs YAW PLOT

0.2

0.1

0.0

-0.4

-0.5

-0.6

-0.7
-10.

AR=O.32 HBIOHT=98mm TRUNC=07. CORNBR-RND 4TRIPS

o. 10. 20. 30. 40. SO.

YAW ANGLE (DEG)

60. 70. 80. 90.
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Ground Clearance Tests

LG11 �O�2 DRAG vs YAW PLOT

AR=O.!lJ HBIGHT=9Bmm TRUNC=407. G HBIGHT=9.8mm

0. 10. 20. 90.60. 70. 80.40. 50.

YAW ANGLE (DEG)

LG21 �O�2 DRAG vs YAW PLOT

AR=O.�J HBIGHT=9Bmm TRUNC=407. G HBIGHT=l!1.1mm

0. 80. 90.10. 20. 50. 60. 70.40.

YAW ANGLE (DEG)
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LG31 �O�2 DRAG vs YAW PLOT

AR=O.�3 HBIGHT=98mm TRUNC=�07. G HBIGHT=21.7mm

0. 10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90.

YAW ANGLE (DEG)

LG11 �1 �2 DRAG vs YAW PLOT

AR=O.<W HBIGHT=98mm TRUNC=20? G HBIGHT=9.8mm

a. 40. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90.20. 30.10.

YAW ANGLE (DEG)
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LG21 +-1 +-2 DRAG vs YAW PLOT

AR=O.-W HIlIGHT=9Bmm TRUSC=207. G HIlIGHT=l�.+mm

0. 20. 90.30.10. 40. 50. 60. 70. 80.

YAW ANGLE (DEG)

LG31 +-1 +-2 DRAG vs YAW PLOT

AR=O.-W HBIGHT=98mm TRUNC=ZO� G HBIGHT=21.7mm

o. 20. 40. 60. 70. 80. 90.so.10.

YAW ANGLE (DEG)
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LG11 �2�2 DRAG vs YAW PLOT

AR=O.32 HBIOHT=98mm TRUNC=O:>: 0 HBIOHT=9.8mm

o. 10. 90.20. 30. 40. SO.

YAW ANGLE (DEG)

60. 70. 80.

LG21 �2�2 DRAG vs YAW PLOT

AR=0.32 HBIGHT=98mm TRUNC=07. G HBIGHT=15.4mm

0. 20. 30. 40. so. 60 70. BD. 90.10.

YAW ANGLE (DEG)
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LG31 <-2<-2 DRAG vs YAW PLOT
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Appendix D

LAR2 NACA Model Test Results

Force tests were performed in Chapter 5 for three configurations of the

NACA 0030 profile LAR2 model. The model designation is as follows:

**General Designation -- LAR2 2

**
a number indicating model truncation

0 40% truncation (model length=185 mm)
1 20% truncation (model length=247 mm)
2 0% truncation (model length=307 mm)

2 Model height of 98 mm

The drag plots for these three configurations follow:

LAR2�O�2 DRAG vs YAW PLOT
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LAR2 f-1 f- 2 DRAG vs YAW PLOT

xsr-acr RATIO;O.40 H8IGHT=Q8mm TRUNC;207.

0. 10. 90.20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. 80.

YAW ANGLE (DEG)

LAR2f-2f-2 DRAG vs YAW PLOT

0. 20. 30. 60. 70. 80. 90.40. 50.10.

YAW ANGLE (DEG)
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Appendix E

Pressure Distribution Study Software

Two routines were used III the pressure distribution study in Chapter 6.

The first, STAT .FOR, was used to acquire the tap pressure, test section

velocity, temperature, and absolute pressure. The program used the VAX

3600 for data acquisition. Data was sampled for 5 seconds at 1000 hz for

each channel to obtain repeatable results. The data was processed to

calculate a Cp for each pressure tap. The data was then written to an

output data file for subsequent plotting or integration.

The second routine was INT.FOR, a routine to read from the output

data file created by the STAT .FOR routine and use the data to integrate a

total pressure force in the drag and side force directions. A force coefficient

was then calculated and output.

The two routines are as follows:

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

program stat

to read the static pressure about a model and output the results to

a formatted data file.

manual pressure tap stepping is used.

June 4 1989 RNR

output file format is:

reference velocity ! m / s I
tap number temple] abs press! kpa I deltap] pa I cp
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•..••.•.•.•.....•••.•...•..•..•....•.•••...•.....•...•.•.•.•.•••.•••

real volts] 91.pfreq.sfreq.airt.abs.vel.rho.cp.dp
real alrrc.a bsc .pres sc .pre s sint.cont slope.cont.pdyn

character·25 fname.go

integer chans] 91.gainsI91.events.adq id.drv id.i.nt

....•.....•...........•...............•...........................•.

define conversions and a / d parameters

chans(11=6
chansPI=7
chans13I=8
chans(41=9
chans(51=10
chans(61=11
chans(71=12
chans(81=13
chans(91=14

events=12

sfreq = 1000.
pfreq=20000.

do i=1.9

gainsPI=l
enddo

!vel press

!airt

labs

default channel hookups

!12 buffer fills

!sweep of 1khz

!point to point 20khz

!set all channel gains to 1

conversion constants

••••••••••••••• ** ••••••••••••••••••• *•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

airtc e. 19.993

absc=19.921

pressc=508.43
pressint=·2.0
contslope=0.9591

!from newcal.cal

connect to devices

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

call a atachf drv id,adq id] !allocate adq·32

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

call libSerase
_
page(l,l)

type· ,'Stalit pressure recording program'
type· ,'using manual pressure tap stepping.'
type*,'June/89 RNR'

type·

type 100

100 format(,$ Enter the output file name: ')
accept 110.fname

110 forrnatf a]
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opent Lnarne c fnarne.Iorm c. 'formatled',type= 'new')

180 continue !reentry for resample for velocity
type"
type",'Connect the pressure transducer [datarnetric s 6(0) to the'

type",'contraction ports to measure the reference velocity'
type" ,'Make sure the velocity has stabilized when you do this'

type" ,'and do not change the speed throughout a test.'

type" ,'ENTER RETURN to sample for reference velocity:'

accept 11 O,go

call a sam! adq id,chans,events,sfreq,pfreq,volts,gains)

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••••••

convert to real vars

AIRT=VOlTS(21 " AIRTC +27':;,15
ABS=VOlTS(31 * ABSC

RHO=ABS/(.287*AIRT)
CONT=VOlTS(ll*PRESSC-+-PRESSINT
PDYN=CONT/CONTSLOPE
IF(PDYN.LT.O.OI PDYN=O,l

VEL=(2,O·PDYN/RHO I·· ,5

! CONVERT TO KELVIN
! KPA

IDEAL GAS LAW KG/M··3
CONTRACTION PRESS-PASCALS

! CONVERT TO DYNAMIC PRESSURE

MIS

type values out to screen and begin acquisistion loop

type 200,airt,abs,rho
200 format]" Air temp (KI='.f8.2,' Abs press (kpal='.!8,3,

i
: Rho (kg/m'3)=',f8,4)

type 250,vel
250 format!' Velocity (m/s)='.f8.3)

300

type·
type 300

format!'S 15 this velocity good
accept 110,go

(y In): 'l

if(go.eq,'n',or,go.eq,'N') goto 180 !go back and get a new velocity

310
write( 1.310) vel

format(flO.5)
!write vel out to file

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

begin acquisition loop

type*,'Disconnect LSTS positive contraction line from the'

type" :total port of the transducer and connect'

type" ,'The output from the Scanivalve in its place
'

type" ,'Use the HSTS static reference as the negative pressure

type" ,'reference'

do i=1,300
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type 400

400 formatl'S Enter the tap number 1200 to end ]: 'I
accept 410,nt

410 format(il

iflnLgt.1001 goto 1000 lexit

call a sam(adq id,chans,events,sfreq,pfreq,volts,gainsl

....................................................................

convert to real vars

AIRT=VOLTS(21 • AIRTC +273.15

ABS=VOLTS(31 • ABSC

RHO=ABS / (.287·AIRTI
dp=VOLTS(ll·PRESSC+PRESSINT
cp=dp / (0.50·rho·vel· ·21

! CONVERT TO KELVIN

! KPA

! IDEAL GAS LAW KG/M··3
! delta p for tap·PASCALS

pressure coefficient

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

write out to file and screen

type 500,nt,cp
500 format]" Tap number ',i3,' Pressure Coefficient is '.18.41

write( 1.6001 nt.airt.abs.dp.cp
600 format(i3,4f15.51

type·
enddo

1000 continue

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•
get velocity at the end and store

type·
type· ,'Connect the pressure transducer (datametrics 6401 to the'

type" ,'contraction ports to measure the reference velocity'
type· ,'ENTER RETURN to sample for reference velocity:'

accept 110,go

call a sam( adq id,chans,events,sfreq,pfreq,volts,gains 1

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

convert to real vars

AIRT=VOLTS(2\ • AIRTC +273.15

ABS=VOLTS(31 • ABSC

RHO=ABS/(.287*AIRTI
CONT=VOLTS(ll·PRESSC+PRESSINT
PDYN=CONT/CONTSLOPE
IFIPDYN.LT.O.OI PDYN=O.l

VEL= (2.0·PDYN/RHO 1**.5

! CONVERT TO KELVIN
! KPA

IDEAL GAS LAW KG/M**3
CONTRACTION PRESS-PASCALS

! CONVERT TO DYNAMIC PRESSURE

MiS

type values out to screen and begin acquisistion loop
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li6

type 2200.airt.abs.rho
2200 fermat]: Air temp IK)=',f8.2: Abs press Ikpa)='.f8.3,

i
:

Rho Ikg/m-3)='.f8.4)

type 2250,vel
2250 format]" Velocity Imjs)='.f8.3)

2310
writel1.2310) vel

formatifl0.5 )
!write vel out to file

close l l )

call a detach I dry id,adq id)

type· ,'normal end. file written'

stop
end

••••••••••••• ** •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

program int.for

*

a routine to integrate pressure forces around the airfoil models

to derive drag and side force coefficients from the static

pressure distributions.

June 6/89 RNR

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

implicit none

intrinsic sind.cosd

real cp,vel.vell,veI2,rho.rhol.rho2.absLa bs2
real dpl(20).dp2120) .angle(20).area (20).af.d.s.cd.cs
real sumd.sums.airtl.airt2
integer nt.i.npts
characler*20 fname.oname.yname

npts=20

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

get file name and data

type 100

100 formatj·S Enter file for windward side for processing: .)
accept 110. fname

11 0 format] a I

type 115

115 formatj·S Enter file for the leaward side for processing: .)
accept 110. oname

type 120

120 format!'S Enter file that contains the angle and area data: .)
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accept 110, yname

type 130

130 formatrS Enter frontal area to use in coefficient calculation

1Im-2): ')
accept.", af

open( l,name=fname,type= 'old'.form = 'formatted')
open (2,name=oname,type= 'old' .Iorrnc 'formatted')
open( 3,name=yname,type= 'old' .form= 'formatted'i

read (1.200) veil

read(2,2001 vel2

do i=1.npts

read( 1.210,err=300) nt,airt1.abs1.dp1 (i) ,cp
read (2,210,err=300) nt,airt2,abs2,dp2(i) ,cp
read( 3,· ,err=300) nt,angle(nt) ,area (nt)

enddo

200 format(flO.5)
210 format(i3,4fl5,5)

300 continue

dose (11
dose (21
dose (31

••••••••• **•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

calculate drag and side force for each panel
and each side (dont count center one twice)

surnd e.Il.D

sums=O.O

first- one side

type"
type" ,'windward side'

type",'tap angle(deg) area(m-2) dptpa] drag [n] side(n),
type·,···········································**··· ...•............

do i=1.20

d=dpl(i 1* area(i) * sind( 180.0-anglep II
s=dpl (i) * area (i I*cosd( 180.0-angle(i II

type 5001,i,angle(i I.area(i) ,dpl (i I.d,s
5001 format(i3,5f12.51

sumde sumd+d

sums= sums+ s

enddo

next- the leaward side not counting the forward tap twice.
side force is negative since the data is for mirror images of
one another
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type"
type"
type' ,'Ieaward side'

type",'tap angletdegl areatm-21 dpjpa ] drag(nl sidetn]:
type·:······························ .•.•.....•...•...•.•.••.•••.•.••.

do i=2.20

d =dp2(i)" area(i I'sind (180.0-angle(i II
s= -dp2 (i I'area(i I"cosdt 180.0-angle (i II

type 5002.i,angle(i I ,areap I ,dp2(i I,d,s
5002 formaQi3,5f12_51

sumde sumd-j-d
sumse surns s- s

enddo

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

calculate coefficients

rhol=absll tairtl·0.287)
rh02=abs21 t airt2·0.2871

rho=O.S·(rhol +rh021 !average rho

vel=O_S' (veil +ve121 !average vel

cs=2.0· sums II rho'vel"2'afl
cd=2.0' sumd II rho'vel"2'afl

type'
type' ,'Velocity used for coefficients is', vel

TYPE*,'Total drag force is INI',sumd
TYPE','Total side force is INI',sums
type','Rho used is Ikg/m-31',rho
type'

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

type out to screen

type'
type'
type 400,cd

400 format!' The drag coefficient is: ',fl0_5)

type 500,ts
500 format!' The side force coefficient is: ',fl0.51

stop
end
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Appendix F

Probabilistic Wind and Vehicle Mean Drag Derivation

This Appendix outlines the derivation of the wind mean drag
calculation based on the wind and vehicle speed probability densities, p(Vw)
and p(V t). This equation was presented and explained in Section 3.6.

The vector plot of a vehicle travelling in a crosswind defining V
w'

V
t'

'Ib, and 4> is given in Figure F-1.

The aerodynamic drag on a body referenced to an incident air speed,

V, is defined as:

Where the total incident speed squared, V2, is given with respect to

the vehicle and wind speeds, and to the wind incidence angle, (), from the

cosine law for triangles as:

(2)

Substituting for V2 in Equation (1) from Equation (2) grves the

aerodynamic drag with respect to the vehicle and wind speeds and the wind

incidence angle:
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Vt
Vw Wind Velocity

V
Vt Vehicle Velocity

V Total Incident Velocity

¢ Wind Incidence Angle

tj; Yaw Angle

Figure F-l: Vector Plot for a Vehicle Travelling m a Crosswind

D
v V

1/2pCd( tP) A IV; {1+( vW)2+2( VW)cos (¢>)}
t t

(3)

This equation for the drag is for a particular vehicle speed, wind speed,

and wind incidence angle. A weighted average can be taken of this equation

using the vehicle speed and the wind speed probability density functions

p(Vw) and p('-t) to form an average drag for a particular wind incidence

angle:
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A linear average can be taken for the drag over the range of wind

incidence angles encountered. Since the vehicle drag characteristics are

assumed to be symmetric about zero degrees yaw, only 180 degrees of wind

incidence need be averaged.

v V

�{1+(VW)2+2(Vw)cos (<p)} dVwdVtdcb (5)
t t

Now, an average drag coefficient, referenced conventionally to the

average vehicle velocity, V2
t'

is given by:

2D
(6)

Substituting for D from Equation 5 into Equation 6 and cancelling the

constant terms, the final form of the Probabilistic Wind and Vehicle Mean

Drag coefficient equation is arrived at:
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v t

�{1+(l/w)2+2(Vw)COS(ip)} dVu,dVtdip (i)
t t

This equation was used to calculate the PWV:\lD coefficient for the

examples cited in Chapter 3. The program PWVMD.FOR used a discrete

form of this equation' to calculate the wind mean drag coefficients.
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